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Panel Criticizes 
By MARTIN FLUMENBAUM 

The l"ndergraduate Academic Affairs Committee 
yesterday released a plan for reorganization of the 
freshman year curriculum as an alternative to a 
proposal made by Professor of English Quentin 
Anderson for a ten-point common course to supplant 
llumanities A, Contemporary Civilization A, and 
English Composition. 
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Anderson Plani l{estraining Order 
May Be Modi£ ied 
llniversity Attorneys Jlight Seek Change 
lnlnjunction 'sAnti-IncitementClause 

By MICHAEL GE�RARD 
The committee suggested that both semesters of 

English composition be discarded and replaced with The University administration will probably ask the 

a one-term course modeled after English 1003 -- courts at a hearing tomorrow to modify or drop a 
a course involving the close scrutiny of a single text. .__________,,, 

controversial provision of the temporary restraining 
It also recommended that the College provide order served on protester,s in Philosophy Hall two 

freshmen with the option of taking one of the three .;at.:I�� weeks ago. 
basic general education courses as a seminar. According to an informed source close to the ad-The College Committee on Instruction approved 
the Anderson plan last week and suggested that ministration, Columbia attorneys plan to ask New 
ten sections, each limited to fifteen students and York County Supreme Court Judge Jawn A. Sandifer, 
taught by a full-time faculty member and a preceptor, who. issueo the order, to "amend'' the section of 
be established next fall on an experimental basis. the writ which "restrains and enjoins'' persons 
The proposal now must be approved by the College from '-'threatening to or inciting or counselling others" faculty. 

"My scheme extrapolates the notion of the fresh- ---...- to commit disruptive acts on campus. 
man seminar," Professor Anderson wrote in Febru- Alan Sparer Th<., court order, which was personally served on 
ary, "seeks to preserve not th�T ,\ • 

· 

G 
!' se�eral protester�. occupying

common experience of Humanities 1�rch1tecture Revamps overnance Philosophy, also enJoms_ �11 p�r-
A C t C. ·1· t· .L · sons who know of the mJunctionor on emporary 1v1 1za 1On, . . 
b t h · n e By JURIS KAZA 

.1 

from gathering so as to hmderu a common emp asis O r s- · d " lt members Professor Grava also noted that th 1 f ... �. " f th U · ponsible inquiry, methodological an iacu Y • e "norma uncuons o e m-
The faculty of the School of Ar- , Polykarp Kusch, vice president two amendments to the proposal versity, creating "excessive rigor, and inclusive treatment cpitecture voted Friday to adopt and dean of faculties, said Fri- that the faculty approved will pro- noise" on campus, or "employleading to at least a modest a restructuring proposal giving day that the changes which the ar:- bably be enacted by the faculty ing fo:11ce or violence _or threat maStery on the part of the stu- students and faculty a virtually chitecture faculty voted for are a at their next meeting. of force or vjolence" against per-dent." equal voice in the determination violation of the University's st.a- One amendment proposes that sons· or nroperty ·_ on campus. Alan Sparer '69,_ author of the r 

Academic Affairs Committee pro- of the school's policies. The School tutes, which restrict decision-ma- each delegation to the executive Administration spokesmen stat-
posal, stated that the Anderson of Architecture thus becomes the· ·king power. in divisions to the fa- council be composed of_ two stu- ed over the we�kend that the U
plan lacked "breadth" and would first division of the University culty. He stated that a Univer- dents, two faculty members, and niversity wants to revise the in
be "demoralizing." to formally implementan extensive sity Senate could authorize the ne- the three divsional chairmen, who citement clause to "make clear 

In a two-page critique, Sparer 
restructuring proposal. cessary changes in the statutes. would have no vote. that the injunction is not intended 

declared that "Professor Ander- The system, wQ,ich has been in He added, however, that such Currently the three chairmen to inhibit free speech." 
· operation on an ad:.hoc basis since changes would not necessarily" le- have votes on the exeGutive coun- Several campus groups and New son's program, in restricting it-

lf t maller 'topics' for last May, consists of student-fa- .gitimize" the kind of restructuring cil. Professor Grava said the York attorneys have charged that 
:tens�e :tudy, overemphasizes culty ,councils fo� -�

ch of t�e · that the Architecture School has amendment was proposed to en- the court order--and particuiarly 
depth to the exclusion of breadth. school s three subd1v1s10ns (arch1- adopted. sure "50-50" student-faculty re- the incitement clause--could be 

I 
tecture, planning, and technology), Sigurd Grava, an associate pro- presintation on the council. used to repress peaceful, non-dis-

(Continued on Page 2) whose members in turn choose fessor of urban planning and a The other amendment proposes ruptive protest . 
., • two student and two faculty re-• member of the four-man com- that future amendments to the Under the ·temporary order, 

1 rustees to Consider presentatives each to serve on a mittee that studied restructuring school's rules require ratification those persons personafly served 

Naya} ROTC J 
15-member division-wide council. proposals for the faculty, said Fri- by a two-thirds vote of the stu- are -rtquired to appear in court 

SSUe The chairmen of the three sub- .day that the proposals were ap- dents, as well as the currently- tomorrow to "show cause" why the 
The TruStees will meet today 

j 
divisions of the school sit on the proved "in anticipation of changes required two-thirds vote of the fa- restraining order should not be 

to consider changes in the cur- couneil as well as the 12 student 'in the statutes." cultf (Continued on Page 3) 
rent status· of the Naval Reserve-----------�--·------------------,..-------------�---------------
Officers Training Cvrps program. 
It is expected that the board will 
resolve the matter at today's ses
sion. 

An administration spokesman 
said yesterday that the Trustees, 
who plan to meet at an undis
closed location off campus, will 
probably also discuss the proposed 
University Senate and the prelim
il'lc.ry planning designs ofl.M. Pei, 

the University's master planner. 
Several weeks ago, the Trustees 

met to consider the recommen
,dations of the University Council 
on KROTC, but after lengthy de
bate, the board decirl':'ri to delay 
final decision on the matter. 

The University Council had ask
ed that Columbia renegotiate its 
present contract with the Navy so I 
that NROTC courses not listed 
in regular academic departments 
would be denied professorial rank. 

An admtnistration spokesman 
said yesterday that the University 
is now '' looking for a decision 
which would accord with the sense 
if not necessarily the letter" of 
the University Council's recom
mendations. 

The Sundial: A n n i versa ry Portrait 

Last week. we thought it might be like o ld 
times. Noon rallies on  the sundial, big 
crowds on  Low Plaia, maybe even a couple 
of paddy wagons o ut on Co llege Walk. But 
it just didn't pan o ut. Monday o nly about 
seventy high school kids turned up and 
Wednesday-the day of the Great Show
down between Big Andy and SAS-the 
big uproar we all expected just didn't 
happen. So now people are talking about 
Tuesday or Wednesday this week, and 
maybe so mething will happen and maybe 
something won't. But the great geyser can 
hardly pour out enough these days to fill 
one building, let alone five like it used to 
in the Big Season the o ldtimers are still 
talking about._.. 
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So fashion says: DO Y01JB OWi 1'IIDIG.

fl. soul-searcl1in9 question: WHAT IS ITl

Have you ever asked yourself for whom the 
bell bottoms? Or whether three chain belts v.,ith a 

see-through is really You? Are you wondering 
if that new "sleazy" shirt actually looks like you bought 

ii on purpose? Then come discover a shop where 
you can choose everything-pants, skirts, shirts, shoes, 

and every wild accessory-with real assurance. 
We know how to help you put togeth_er the particular look 

that's right for you.\Vho knows, we may even 
persuade you toward some beautiful, 

unexpected changes. That's our thing. 

Wonderful things 
happen at 

265 WEST 72 ST. 
SC4-8800 

(ask Ann and Al) 
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Panel Criticizes AndersOn Plan 
(Continued from Pagel) 

It is not general education, but 

early specialization." 
Maintaining that the committee's 

proposal "attempts to combine 
breadth and depth," Sparer noted 
several difficulties involved in the 
common course proposal. 

First he warned that those 
-freshmen who are taught by poor
,instructors or who lose interest in
the selected topic would be in a 
worse position unde_r the Anderson 
plan than they are now. "It is 
likely that many of the'm will drop 
out of school," he declared. 
_ Sec�1'd, Sp¥e,r noted .that having, 
th� same fifteen students in sixty 
per cent of their classes "will 
restrict the social life of freshmen, 

• II 

just when it is most important that 

tbey be exposed to a wide variety

' 

�uentin Anderson 
of feilow students." 

Similarly, having the same faculty 
member for sixty per cent of their 
class time "will limit their ac-

STOP THE RAPE 01'' CZECHOSLOVAK.IA 

RALPH SCHOENMAN. -Just back from Prague
ear eyewitness reports:i.vJCJ( GKEEMAN.

� LEONARJ) �IGGIO 

FILM PRESENTEP BY 
BERTRAtJD RUSSELL PEACE FNDN. fORUM 

MON. APR. 28, 8:00 PM 

BARNARD GYM 
'-:o-Sponsors: SOS, GSU, "News & Letters", YSA 

quaintance with the faculty, just 

when they need to see a large 
yariety of teachers, in order to 
have some rational basis for the 
selection of a major field." 

Third, Sparer maintained that 
if the Anderson proposal were 
approved, all flexibility in the 
freshman year schedule would be 
lost. "Almost all freshmen will 
be forced to take the same pro
gram: the Anderson ten-point 

course, a foreign language, and a 
math or science course." 

Professor Anderson has suggest
ed that 150 instructors would be re-
quired to teach the common 
course-35 teachers per term more 
than the present CC, Humanities 
and freshman English staffs. 
5parer, however, said the number 

. would be considerably higher since 
professors teaching the common 
course would be entitled to a re
duction in the rest of their course 
load. 

JOIN SPEC 

Contribution - Proceeds to Lontlon Conf. called by Bertrand Russell STUDENT HOMOPHILE LEAGU E 
in defense of Czech workers & students 
Fo•.-Info: 1s6 sth Aki-m 110 �-01 4 First NYC All-College Gay Mixer l!!!!!!!!!!!!�===!!l!i!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!i!i!!!!!!!!!====!!!!!!!=========9.ll Friday May 2, 1969 8: 30-l: 30

Penthouse 

Restaurant 

ATOP 

4w W�!-,_119th Sueet (88 MorniQgside Drivel 
�..,._ ____ .....;;F�o
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,u plto,w. MO 6-9490 

Church of the Holy Apostles 
P arish Hall, 28th St and 9th Av 

· F or Further Informat ion Call

866_-1043, 662-7145, or 86S-3421

PROFESSOR 
PAUL HORS�H 

University of Zurictr 

Monday, April 28 : "Psychological
Aspects of Eastern Meditation" 

Tuesday, April 29 : '"The Religious
Suicide in Asia" 

..... 
8 PM EARL HALL AUDITORIUM 

BOM JAZZ CONCERT NO ... 5 HAS BEEN CAN CELLED 
Money will be refunded to Freddie Hubbard ticketholders upon presentation of tickets 
at FBH Box Office: Monday, April 28 noon-2 PM and 8-8:30 PM 

WHAT? 

You haven't seen Europe 

even once! 

Round-trip jet flights to London, Paris 

and Amslerdam for as lillle as $200.00 

COLUMBIA STUDENT AGENCIES, INC. 
617 W. 115th S1: 666-2318
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Anarchists Issue 69 �emands;
l
i

The Battle Joined: SOS vs PL Seo res ROTC and l(1r k_ Hom e11k_ :iiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii��-:-riiiiiiiiiii.iii--:----:--�:-=--r-• 
-the Trustees consult the !Ching The Progressive L abor Pare seemed in December to be the in- The twenty votes of the Labori 

By RALPH GREENSPAN .before making decisions. ty is a relatively young party vincible rise of PL to control Committee were in fact used to·

I By LENNY GL YNNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiia 

-Free the Panther 21. Free the just approaching its fourth birth- of SDS now appears to have been support PL. Ironically, PL had
The Pacifist-AnarchiSt-Bisex-

th B t 4 th f ·t infl L 
Chicago 8. Free e os on • day. About three years ago, e the peaking o 1 s uence. spearheaded the purge of the a-

lual-Psychedelic Conspiracy :rpade 

ill 9 F th ·th· th h d y' SDS eneral Free the Cattonsv e . ree e party decided to work w1 m e At last T urs a s g bor Committee last fall. 
:public Friday• !iSt of 69 demands 

Columbia 17,000. Free the Dave 
student movement, primarily in assembly, PL suffercd an unprec- The general assembly decision 

which must be met by sunset Tues-
Clark 5. SDS. And in a short period of edented defeat when the SDS ex- marked the first time a PL-led 

day or Columbia will be " dum�ed 
-Paul Krassner be appointed e- . time PL had built up considera- pansion committee, led by PL committee has been disbanded by 

, into the East River,• accordmg 
ditor of CCT. ble influence within SDS, basing ·members and sympathizers, was 

an SDS chapter. Bernadene Dohrn,
to a leaflet distributed by the group. 

· -GS be renamed Bakunin U. and their program on" worker-studeot disbanded after a bitter six-hour inter-organizational secretary of
'The lea�1"'t states that the firSt 

ct· t t ct· ba d the bl 

� 
f then abolished. alliance" politics. Accor mg o fight. The vote o is n SDS who was at the assem Y, 

two demands,. " expungement" o . . 
l" b t th ' . The PABSC was first _'.>rgam- the PL line, radical students shou "' committee was narrow u ano er indicated that the repercussions 

,the ROTC program and all re-
, zed last Wednesday when they be- take no militant action until they vote to censure PL passed by a of the ioternal fight at Columbia 

. Cord of it and appropriation . of 
NROT"' • 1· ki · t· I 

gan a sit-in outisde the . 1....: have "built a 'base m ng up larger majority. would be felt throughout na 1ona 
the mansion given to Grayson Kirk 

h h k t ha ed 
office in Hartley Hall. T e size with the struggles of t e wor - PL spokesmen were no P s · SDS. This fight will almost cer-

for an experimental" college-com-
d · th ha dt b of PL · f 

of the group fluctuated urmg e ing class." Bob Leon r , a mem er , tainly result in the overcoming o .
mune" are non-negotiable. 

· · · f I b h t· th t ·rre th. SDS

, 
course of the 48 hour s1t-m, n- The PLP was so success u Y said after t e mee mg a 1 - PL's political influence wi m 

Members of the group tried un-
ct· rt h It f th votes I C  

sing as high as thirty, accor ing last December that its suppo ers spective of t  e resu s o e soon after the next Nationa oun-
succes sfully to .present these de-

to a member of the group, and came close to gaining a majority "strategically this is the first time mands to Acting President Andrew 
falling as

. low as three, according at the SDS National Council in so many people came to support W Cordier on Friday, but only 
I th t 1· 1·t· 

• 
to eyewitnesses. 

Ann Arbor. Many people fe t a worker-student al iance po 1 1cs ... succeeded in arranging an appoint-
The sit-in ended on Friday af-, it was only a matter of time be- the steering committee's victories ment with him for 8=30 a.m. Ma) 

ternoon when the group decided to _ fore PL would gain a clear ma- are the victories of a group of2· try to visit President Cordier's jority in SDS' and reshape the ra- people whose sole goal is to main-the Organization's demands co-
· th · t·on office. 

dical organization in its own rmage. tain control over e organ1za 1 , Ver a wide range of issues, but. 
SC h Id th 

About ten members of the PAB But those hopes and fears were who have shown t ey wou ra er all are Part of an "overall pro-
N 1· · h t 1 entered the offices of the Spec-

set back by th� most recent a- smash SDS than re mqms con ro gram culminating with the destruc-
tator Friday morning and liberated tional Council meeting in Austin of it to worker-student alliance tl·on of evil," according to the leaf-

d t 1 d the editorial office of the stu en - where several proposa s oppose politics." let. Outstanding among the de-
btf I h run daily for about five minutes, by PL were passed by !ar�e ma- ' It is very dou u ,  owe�er,mands are the following: 

Two marching around and chanting J·orities. Since the Austm c�n- that PL can rally such votI
_
ng -a chicken in every pot.

k d t PL has m b" SDS "Lies! Lies! Lies!" When as e ference opposition o - strength in Colum 1a agam. chickens in every garage.
• h ' • SOS-especially at • 

•tt 
for further explanat10n t e group creased within

As one steering comrn1 ee me--R. Crumb be appointed fullpro-
1 b. ha ter And what , declined to comment. the Co um ia c P · 

mber stated, "These votes don t _!f�e:,:SS�O:_r �of�G�r�a£_ph�i.:_c �A�rt:::s.:..· ----=--_!__:=-:
0
�-

r
-
d

-:;-
e

..!.· -
r
----:

M
;--;:-
a
-
y
-
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e Mod1
· f 
1
· 
ed reflect the opinion of the major-

R t 
• • 

ity of the people in SDS because e S r a1n1ng 
., most of the people voting against • commit disruptive acts. the steering committee 1) never (Continued from Page 1) 

disciplinary rulings, last week ap- Neal Hurwitz, graduah: facul� came to SDS meetings before 2)made a preliminary injunction. If pointed a special sub-committee ties, a leading spokesman for the were members of right wing orthe defendants do not appear in to investigate the injunction and group, said that SRU will send ganizations at Columbia 3) were court, the preliminary injunction __ ask the President to "clarify'' the delegates to three administrative from the SDS Labor Committee 

cil in June. 
But even though PL has been 

weakened at Columbia, the party's 

influence may still impede the work 
of the steering committee. 

The disbanded expansion com
mittee's members cannot be ex
cluded from SDS meetings under 

the current SDS constitution and 

the new, independent group that 
they are forming cannot be dis
banded by regular SDS. For the 

rest of the spring at Columbia, 
SDS general assemblies will be 

torn by bitter faction fights with 
almost no rational political debate 

taking place. 

JOIN SPEC 

. will be granted to the University court writ. < offices every hour between 10 a.m. which was disbanded in the fall. by default. Professor of Chemistry William 
and 3 p.m. today to ask Univer- L.::.::::_:::...:.:=:.------:::':::-:--:--±:::::-,C;J;,,;:: .. :::::;:�;------1

Under legal procedur:e, the pre- Reinmuth, a member of the co�- sity officials to rescind the injun-. LIVING IN TWO CIVILiu TIO NS ' liminary injunction would be in mittee, said the ·sub-committee is ction. , , 
"' effect until a final trial could be scheduled to meet with the Presi..; Hurwitz stated that the protesheld on the facts of the case-

dent Friday to discuss the matter. ters plan to visit the offices nfprobably three to six months from. A spokesrp.an for Students for· President Cordier, Dean Car 1 F.now. If the courts uphold the 'CJ·· · a Rest;uctured University stated Hovde and Vice President for Buniversity' s• case at that time, Co- Friday that his organization plans siness Thomas McGoey. The spolu�bia will obtain a permanentm- to stage a non-violent action today kesman said SRU will take "fur-·:'junction barring all future disrup- to protest the court injunction- ther action" Wednesday if the ad-tions. particularly the clause prohibiting ministration fails to act. Last week, two campus gro.ups ·.persons fro�m�.::._"�in�c�it�ing�"�o�th�e�r:....::s��to
=+

=============='
announced plans to see Actimr, 

-�:: __________ , •-------------�--,President Andrew W. Cordier a-
.bout the court order. • 

The University Com·mittee on 
Rules of Conduct, a tri-partite 
panel empowered to draft campus 

TUTORS 
-

All subjects, levels, boroughs. Over 
21. For languages natives only.
Free Lance. PL 9-7720-9 am-3 pm.

SUMMER 

VACATION WOii 
BUFFET. 

KOS HE CATF.RIN� 

RE5711URl1N1 
0 'A quick s:indwich or a ,omplete 

IVBSTANTIAL EARNINGS PART 
UME NOW al FULL TIME DURING 
VACATION MONTHS driving lioen.S 
llledalion taxicals. We help yo■ o_b... a hack licenae; ita euy • educatiO ;:t-=-=-=-=-==-=-=-=�-

;;:=-=-::--::-=�--;:-�-=-:-=-::
=
::=:;:"I _. you can really earn bis moMY •

15Ch St. Taxi Guqe, 508 W. 5Sdl St. _ �;:
n

ze;;1� phone AC 2-7200 

OVERLAND EXPEDITION TO INDIA 
Leaves LondonJ une 24th. See Greece, 
Turkey, han. Afghanistan and Nepal. 

· Cost $485 includes food, cam�,
insurance, etc. Details f.-om David
Aarons. 23 Manor Ho111e Drlw, Lon•
don.N.·Y:/6.

Many prices slashed! 

THE GIFT SHOP 
101 Dodge Hall 

'Proceeds benefit Scholarship Fund 
Tuesdays 10 :45...:_4 :30 

GRADUATE SOCIO LOG� 
UNION 

Will Soonsor 

Vl(TOR PERLO 
Speaking on 

THE MILITARY AND 
INDUSTRY 

'MON 
APR _28 

8:3 
501 Schern,. 

NYC. Tel: 246-9424 

DANCE - DRAMA - MUSIC-TENNIS 
COUNS_�_L_QRS 

ADIRONDACK GIRLS' CAMP 

,"ON BECOMING HUMAN" 

RABBI WALTER WURZ·BERGER 

TONITE 

discusses 

"THE POLAR TENSION BETWEEN 
FREEDOM AND SUBMISSION" 

201. Fayerweather
National YA VN EH Society 

8PM 

PlITTING THE ID BACK INTO THE YID 
A LECTURE & DISCUS$10N WITH

RABBI ALAN MILLER 
OF THE RECONSTR.UCTIONls.T FOUNµATION 

EARL HALL AUDIT. THUR. MA·Y 1 
ADM FREE. 1:00 PM r 1 

\ . ' 

, . DEFERRING · ·. . 
- GRADUATE

SCHOOL? 
• 

I 

I 

The Smithsonian -Astropnys1ca1 Observatory likes to 
staff its world-wide network of satellite t_r�cking stations 
with men of unusual intelligence and ability._ The tr�uble 
is, of course, that most such men -are. either still In 
school.or already -spoken for b)' one ?r another o_f t�e 
professions. The men we send to_Sp�m. Pe�u, Ethiopia 
and elsewhere must have career plans wh1c� are still 
negotiable, or be willing at least to acql!fre so�e 
uncommon expe'rience for a year or two while putting 
away ·funds for graduate school. For those who stay, 
therA are broad opportunities for advancement as well. 
If you are available ana a. spe"'cialist in e/ectron�cs, 
whether by academic training or through practU?al 
experience, contact us through you, f?lacement office 
or call or write to_ Mr. Donal E. Tmgle, Personnel 
Administrator, (617) 864-7910. 

SMITHSONIAN 
ASTROPHYSICAi 
OBSEIIVATOHY 

60 Garden Street, Cambri�ge, Massachusetts 
,:,,, Equal Opportunity Employer 
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'l'he Anderson Plan 
Last week, with little fanfare or publicity, the 

College Committee on Instruction passed a proposal 
which would introduce on an experimental basis a 
single, ten-point freshman course to replace 
Humanities A, Contemporary Civilization A, and Eng
lish composition. The plan, which would apply to 
150 students next year, was conceived by Quentin 
Anderson and has the backing of notables like Jacques 
Barzun and Lionel Trilling. Unfortunately, it seems 
to be heading for rapid endorsement by the College 
faculty. 

Professor Anderson argues that the current fresh
man courses are not working, and that what students 
need is intensive textual analysis which would train 
them -in "disciplined inquiry." He says, "We 
should be getting down to the brass tacks of logic, 
clear writing, responsible reading, demonstrated com
prehension, at the outset" -- that is, in the fresh
man year. 

To accomplish these aims, Anderson suggests a 
year-long seminar, to meet six hours a week, taught 
by an assistant professor and a preceptor, devoted 
to one specialized subject. Anderson's own sample 
topics: "The City in the 19th.· Century and After; 
Evolutionary Thought in Victorian England; Art Nou
veau and Its Interpreters; John Dewey and American 
Schools; The History of Biology." 

In other words, a student would spend his first year 
at Columbia taking, for example, Introductory 
Chemistry, second-year French, and Art Nouveau and 
Its Interpreters (or Disciplined Inquiry A). 

What Professor Anderson apparently forgets is that 
concentration on a single subject to the degree he 
proposes will succeed only if students have freely 
chosen t-he subject and really want to spend virtually 
the entire term examining it. Imagine the situation 
of the student who, three weeks into the semester, 
has irrevocably concluded that he is uninterested in 
Art Nouveau and its Critics, and finds his one ten
point seminar dull. His whole freshman year is shof. · 

The Anderson plan masquerades as a ·return iv 

general education, but it is really the triumph' of 
methodology over history. For years people have 
bemoaned the tendency of survey courses to over
emphasize historical generalizati�ns at the expense 
of intensive analysis, and it was likely that out of. 
this criticism a plan would arise for the total sub
mersion of the historical framework in favor of an 
analytical one. But the shift to this extreme po
sition should be resisted. 

Moreover, supporters of the Anderson proposal 
fail to consider what will actually happen in most 
cases if his plan becomes the accepted format. 
A topic chosen for the ten-point course will be the 
specialty of the assistant professor, who will pro-· 
bably discuss the minutiae of his field, not the logic 
of inquiry. Professor Anderson would have students 
do in their freshman year what academics do all 
their lives. 

There are other things wrong with the Anderson 
plan. It would restrict classroom contact to twelve or 
fifteen fellow students, and give freshmen exposure 
to fewer faculty members. There would be less 
opportµnity for comparing different fields. Many 
students entering the sciences might never have the 
occasion to read the Homeric epics, Greek tragedy, 
the Republic, Augustine's Confessions, Dante, Milton, 
Rabelais ..... and those who might read them later in. 
literature courses,might never have the opportunity 
to look at those works· as naive men.'.· That perhaps 
might be the greatest loss: '1n their freshmen year, 
students would be expected to examine literature as 
sophisticated scholars, as academic professionals-
and it would all be pretense. 

The Academic Affairs Committee has presented 
an intelligent alternative to the Anderson proposal 
which merits consideration by the faculty. By elim
inating English composition and substituting English 
1003, the committee retains intensive study of a single 
text which Anderson wants- but within reasonable 
proportion to the rest of the curriculum. By establish
ing a seminar option in one of the general education 
courses, they provide for small discussion groups. 
But they do not eliminate Humanities A --one of the 
�·.1ost eminently successful courses in the College
and they do not cut out Contemporary Civilization -
which for all its faults, is still basically worth pre-'
serving. The staff CC has recently sought to eliminate 
the worse features of survey-type courses by re
vising the curriculum to permit concentration in 
particular historical periods. The changes they 
are making should not be cut short. 

If the College faculty endorses the Anderson plan, 
it may make no other modifications in the freshman 
curriculum, thinking that one e>..1>eriment is enough 
for this year. In that case, we would not only suffer 
a bad change, but the bad change would also serve 
to drive out sensible reforms, such as the alterna-
tive plan proposed by Academic Affairs. • 

PALLSTA:tR" 
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�Records

IL 
Blues Reviewed 

�iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;.;;;:::..;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,�iiiiiiiiiiii·By GA LEN GAR T;;;;;.;;..· Buddy Guy's latest release was· recorded in a 
live performance at the New Orleans House in 
Berkeley, California. There are several good 
selections on the album, which tries to capture 
Guy in as many lights and moods as possible, but 
Bud�y ultimately emerges not as a blues performer,'.
but as a soul singer who also plays guitar. t:ven 
so, the album represents probably one of the more 
successful music "fusions" to date, and even 
though hardened blues freaks might be let down 
slightly by the motley assortment offered, the 
record should appeal to a large and diverse aud- · 
ience, and most important, do well commercially. 

On the three best blues tracks, "I Got My Eyes
On You," "The Things She Used to Do," and "I

° 

Had a Dream Last Night," Guy, who has long 
been the quickest black guitarist around, gets it on. 
His guitar work, like Albert King's, achieves a re
markable definition and a particularly glassy, 
stinging effect which is delightful to the listener. 
In "I Had a Dream," Buddy's familiar "mandoline" 
technique is used to build and heighten the climax of 
what turns out to be the best single performance 
on the album. 

Unfortunately, Buddy has never learned to use 
· his fine voice to its full advantage, and the record
ing consequently suffers from the vocal end. Part·. 
of the problem is that Guy tends to approach all 
material-blues, rhythm and blues, soul -whatever
the same way. lJnlike oldtimers Muddy Waters and 
·B. B, King, Guy is too easily exciteable and doesn't 
know how to "save" himself for the times that 
he needs it. At critical moments, he tends to over
state and overreach himself. There is also t� · 
much reliance on the gutteral (shrieks, grunts,
pants and other artificial stimulants) to free the 
music from the gimmickry and forced drama that 
affli�ts the worst of ''soul." 

"Fever,,; which works surprisingly well in this 
vein, is given some nice jazz touches from the 
horn section, but the album's failures are the re
sults of stereotyped deliveries of stale material. 
Nothing whatsoever is gained by recording "Knock 
On Wood" yet another time with "James Brown" 
horn riffs added in."l'm Not the Best," the 7-min-

. ute finale, is more notable for the crowd's per
formance than it is for Buddy's. The "free" 
form might have worked here, had there been an 

· initial; pattern to. start with and work from. But 
there wasn't, and· it's really t09 bad, because the 
album sags in the precise place it needs to be 
picked· .>. 

* * * 

It's time somebody discovered Sharley Mussel-
white. He's easily the single most underrated blues 

(Continued on Page 5) · 

Ethnographic 9nema 
of the Department 1:>f Anthropology 

presents the eighth evening 
in its program on 

April 28� 1969 . 

MlNORITY CULTURES IN AMERICA - --· . - . - - -

THE PEOPLE MAKE THE FILMS 

-films made by Navajo Indians, Harlem Blacks, SRO occupants
-with commentary by Lorenzo Salzman, filmmaker

April 29th (Tuesday) 
7:

3
0 PM-50

1 
Schermerhorn

75t CUID/$1.00 

73e in 73e11ieley IAis 9/u:;usl! 
COLLOQUY FOR J·oy 

Most ''education·· is a puberty rite. We want to 
deal with the meanings of existence. 

A simple plan: Each participant works at his own 
question. We provide room. board, and resident 
resource persons-in sight of Berkeley's Sproul 
Hall Plaza. 

$70 week; come for the whole month if you please! 
For brochure and application write: 

Joy c/o Eskaton 

7975 Capwell Drive 
Oakland, Calif. 94621 
Phone: (415) 562-7444 

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
for JUNIORS, SENIORS and 

GRAD STUDENTS 

A New York Securities Firm has .s.everal positions open 
for qualified students 

The firm will train you in aspects of the Stock Market 
and Mutual Funds 

For Appointm ent Call: 

MR. GOLDEN 
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Provocative Editorial 
To the Edito1·; 

Your editorial of April 24 provokes me into 
·supplying answers to the-doubtless rhetorical
questions posed there. You ask: why have pro
fessors who have so strongly condemned disrup
tion been so reticent on the black institute? Be
cause they deplore the methods used to press for the 
reform, although they will probably nonetheless 
approve it. 

You ask: if they are so worried about the 
forces which threaten freedom at Columbia, why 
have they not as a group stirred themselves against 
an injunction that clearly poses a danger to free
dom of speech? Because they regard disruption
not injunctions-as a clear threat to freedom of 
speech of students and faculty alike. 

Certainly the faculty "must work actively with 
students." If you will turn to your own news columns 
you will see that collaboration already extends to 

' curriculum, personnel, grades, degree require
ments, the Senate, NROTC and many other problems. 
A reader of you editorial might suppose that no 
progress whatever had been made. 

Harold Barger
April 24, 1969 

JJ,fistaken Identity 
To the Editor: 

I wish to publically make clear that since I 
never accepted the statement "The University as 
a Sanctuary of Academic Freedom" as refletting
my own v.iews concerning the issues discussed, 
I did not sign it. The name "George W. "Flynn" on 
the statement (published in Spectator; Monday, 
April 21) belongs to another faculty member. 

George W. Flynn 
�pril 22, 1969 Instructor, Music Department 

(Continued on Page 5) 
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Czechoslovakia: Strength in Political Unity 
. By RICHARD GREEMAN.

Finding your way thro
� 

the 
labyrinth of Czech politic is 
about as difficult -- or as sy-
as finding your way through the 
labyrinth of the streets of Pr�gue. 
The street signs and house 
numbers which were removed 
last August by the population in 
order to prevent the Russians 
from finding and arresting people 
have not yet been replace(I. At 
first you are totally disoriented: 
how to find your way to a home 
or public building, even with a 
map, when you don't even know 
the name of the street where 
you are standing? The answer 
is easy: ask somebody. With
in two minutes you will be sur
rounded by a crowd of three to 
a dozen Praguers, of whom half 
will speak a little English or Ger
pian, all arguing about where 
such-and-such a building used to 
be and offering to take you there. 
You realize that such amenities 
as addresses are superfluous in' 
a country where people-have real 
oonfidence in each other. 

It is the same with politics. 
Here again, the ,< street signs" 
are down: the official press 
prints only what the government, 
under Russian pressure, wants 
people to know, i.e. damn little. 
But not an event takes place in 

Czechoslovakia that isn't known by 
90% of the population within two 
days. The grapevine is better 
than any newspaper. The cleaning' 
lady in the Ministry of Interior 
tells her son, a university-stud-. 
ent, who meets a worker from the 
Ja wa factory whose brother is in 
the Fifth Regiment etc. etc. By 
nightfall, the latest shift in gov
ernment policy or the latest 
resolution of a certain factory 
or group of journalists is table
talk in every cafe and restaurant. 
And do people talk! Looking for 
a Czech who isn't interestPrl in 

The author, recently returned from 
Prague, is a member of SDS . A se
quel to his article today will appear 
in Tuesday's Spectator. 

Readers interested in the current 
situation in Czechoslovakia may hear 
Mr. Gree man discuss his recent e.x:per
iences there in a forum with Ralph 
Schoenman and Leonard liggio in 
the Barnard Gymnasium at 8 p.m. to-. 
night. 

Photos by Wide World 
PRAGUE--August, 1968: Czech citizens vent their anger with clenched 
fists at a Soviet cameraman during the Russian invasion. Soldiers 

:still "occupy" the capital city, but they are Czechs, not Russians. 
talking politics is like looking for when I arrived I was shocked 
a Frenchman who isn't interested to find the streets literally full 
in food or women, they just don't of soldiers carrying sub-ma-
exist. In cafes, on streetcorners, chine guns. "So this is what 
in homes, everyone is talking. I occupied means," I thought. Not 
can state without reservation that exactly. To begin with, the 
I have never experienced a freer soldiers were Czech. I never l?aw 
atmosphere in my life than in a single Russian uniform in 
poor, suppressed, censored, oc- Prague, aJthpugh I was toJd that 
cupied Prague. If you want to th� Russians were poised in 
·know what's happening there, ask camps ancf barracks just out-.
somebody. .. side the dty. This' occupation" 

Once you make contact.with was brand new. When the Rus� 
people, it is relatively easy to sians protested the sacking of 
get behind appearances and dis- the Aeroflot offices during the 
cover the reality. For example, March 28 demanstration, the 

OCCUAPTION: Czechoslovakians engage a Soviet Army officer in a 
discussion in the streets of Prague. According to the author, the 
Russian troops have withdrawn to camps and barracks outside the city. 

Letters to the Editor 
(Continued from Page 4) 

To the Editor: 
Professor Snook, in his re

sponse to my article (whose title 
was changed from Feminine
Masculine (alphabetical order) to 
Masculine-Feminine by Spec
tator) plays with the concept 
of passivity in a misleading way. 
Because I say that females have 
internalized norms destructive of 
themselves this is supposed to 
mean that I see them as essent
ially passive and he views this as 
contradictory to my thesis_ that 

· passivity is imposed upon them.
The ridiculousness of this be

comes apparent when QPe com-
, pares the case of females to that ·
of blacks: because we admit
that blacks were capable of de
veloping a self-image of passiv
ity does this mean they were
passive to begin with? Males
internalize norms of dominance;

,does this imply that I mean they
: are passive just because they
· have internalized norms? When

the professor says that all mem
bers involved in a social relation

participate in it, does he mean 
to imply that as Freud said, fe
males actively seek passivity. If 
this is his meaning let the pro
fessor present me with proof of 
this "natural" tendency-an un
changing predilection or one 
changed with great pursuant frus-. 
tration. Any other definition of 
natural does not permit us to 
distinguish between what is and is 
not conditioned. 

If the ·professor does not imply 
by the notion of "participation" 
desire for the status he does 
certainly latch onto a sociolog
ical notion of oppression (of which 
notion I make use when I note that 
men as well as women are op
pressed by sex-stereotypes): in··· 
dividuals do not directly oppres� 
one another but do it by way of 
social institutions and internal
ized norms. It is therefore old_ 
fashioned to say that there is an 
oppressor class (male) and a vic
tim class (female), e.g. a white 
man does not oppress a black
they both act on internalized 
norms and society oppresses 
them both. Now, I don't doubt 
that the "master" is oppressed 

but it is he who runs the system 
and its power centers and it is 
unlikely that the origin and main
tenance of many of its elements 
were "consensual"-force and 
law were used; it is the slave 
who suffers most. Afterall it is 
the slave who revolts not the mas -
ter (if he/she overcomes psy
chological crippling and recog
nizes the arbitrary nature of the 
system and the part he/s_he is 
playing in maintaining it; it is 
rare that the oppressed master 
recognizes his oppression.grants 
rights after discussion and does 
not "shoot" the rebel. 

Feminism is essentially a hu-
manism (it is an attempt to 
improve heterosexual relations.) 
It is not wrong for people to 
express anger when they are de
prived of human status (why is·· 
it understood that blacks have 
a right to their anger; females 
are supposed to smile and be 
"supportive"t females seem to 
dread the possibility that they will 
be labeled "male-haters". They 
should recognize that this dread 
is just another indication that 
they are once again on the de-

•Dubcek government promisec.
them to keep law and ord�r .on
the streets. Two armed soldi�rs
were to accompany every police
man on his rounds. As· a re-·

. 

sult, between the soldiers ac-
tually patrolling and those on

their way to and from their duty
assignments, the streets �er,e
Jull of soldiers. And what_ sol-.
diers! Every one a Schweik.
All young, 17-19. Long hair
hanging over the back of their
collars. · Ties askew or pulled
down at the throat. Boots un
polished.. Machineguns slung
casually behind their backs.

i spent an]lo� in a cafe drink

ing with one of these soldiers.
He was a student. He lived with
his folks. He was simply part
of the' population. The last thing
)1e w�uld . drerun of wouid be to

· shoot at his fellow citizens and
comrades. Later, a journalist
explained -to me that the oniy re
sult of this ''martial law" in
Prague was to demoralize and
·neutralize the police. How can
a cop act like a cop when he is
being followed wherever-:-- he goes
by two of these smilingSDS-types
carrying machine-guns? Again,
you see how the unity of the pop
ulation, however passive, is their
strength.

More realities: When Dubcek 
cracked down on the journalists 
at '' Rude Pravo" (the Party 
organ) the papers were full of 
resolutions of support from fac
tories and trade unions. Again, 
I was shocked. I had thought 
the unions supported the new 
press freedoms. Later, I spoke 
to an ex-Party-member in the 
know. He told me that the fired 
journalists had all been rehired 
by the metal-workers union paper 
· at their old salaries and that the
"resolutions" were meaning
less. They all began with pro
forma statements of support for
the Party and government, which .
the papers printed. But they all
went on to criticize, albeit in
Aesopian language, the crack
:down and to support the jour
nalists. Th·e real sense of the
resolutions was censored out.
Again, the political unity is there.

I./ 

fensi{e and are passively allow'" 

ing themselves to be defined and 
labeled by men (who have no 
answers to their arguments
only ad hominums); they are not 
committed to defining and judg
ing their own beings •.. Fine, I say judge males as in
dividuals; recognize that men like 
women are products of a culture 
that har1!15 them both, but re
cognize that whatever resistance 
you meet, whatever its origins 
is still resistanee and has to be 
dealt with above all (as I said in 
my article). Professor Snook does 
not agree, though on his own pre
mises he should: the professor 
says the solution is a change in 
society but then accuses me of 
desiring new patterns of domin
ance and subinlssion in this 
change and he says that any re
organization of society is a new 
form of oppression. His argu
ment is circular. Essentially he 
believes progress is impossible. 
He brushes aside the crux of the 
issue: democratic theory does 
not deny that power exists; its 
goal is to distribute it equally 
to prevent individuals from using 

Page Five 

Blues 
(Continued from Page 4) 

performer around, probably be
cause his music tends to separate 
the real blues lovers from those 
who are faking it, or, as it were 
"hanging on." (Regards to Van
illa Fudge) If it is apropos to
mix music and politics on this 
campus. Musselwhite could be de
scribed as a "non-radical," as 
far as the blues is concerned, 
anyWay. What he plays is just 
straight and heavy, and thus the 
album's title is also a pretty 
fair indication of what's actually 
between the covers. 

This is Musselwhite's second 
album, and, like the first, "Stand 
Back," it features pounding, ex
hilirating music by a very tight 
group of musicians. (This, de
spite the fact that "Stand.Back" 's 
personnel was an ad hoc assoc
iation of "sessions" men, 
brought together specifically to 
record.) 

As for Musselwhite himself, he 
is certainly one of the three or 
fo�r best harp players to be _pro
duced,, anywhere in the last five 
years, and his husky vocal style 
seems to owe a great _deal to 
Junior Wells', for one. (Granted, 
Musselwhite doesn't approach 
Wells in this department, but for 
a white boy, he ain't bad at all.) 
Musselwhite is backed up on 
"Stone Blues," by a "permanent 
force" of very able, and, inter
estingly, very exciting music
ians. 

Thll band has an instinctive feel 
for blues counterpoint. The 
fleeting and glancing strains of 
the harmonica and guitar set a
gainst an exploding bass line 
augmented by drums and organ 
is what gives this record a raging 
.impact. Musselwhite's group is 
�lick enough to make the richest 
patterns seem totally spontan
eous, and this illusory quality is 
the genius that lies at the bottom 
9f all good band blues. 
Uieir power to oppress otqers. 

Not every pattern of power dis
tribution is as oppreisive as 
every other. . He says that "to 
acquiesce in the ,exercise of 
.power(is) thus to be dominated". 
Since when does acquiesc�i;ice to 
the rights, i.e.legitimate powers 
of others imply that one is dom
inated; (since when does acquies
cing in the powers of a govern
ment established by the consent of 
the governed imply dominance.) 
The .professor does not under
stand the democratic notion of 
power. I did not advocate new 
stereotypes for female or male 
unless freedom to develop all 
one's capacities is stereotypical. 
And equality does not lead to an 
endless power struggle as the 
professor thinks; one obeys a rule 
which minimizes conflict-mut
ual respect. Omportant' conven
tions come to represent this prin
ciple; other conventions just fall 
by the wayside-the first person
to get to the door goes through 
it.) If the professor is project
ing fear that f�males or a human 
society will feed on males as 
society oriented around the male 
has fed on f�maies�I can assure 
him that we don't want our free
dom at anyone's expense any
more than we accept anyone get
ting their freedom at our expense. 

(To correct Professor Snook
,. 

women are .stereotyped as "pas
sionate" in the sense that "Hell 
hath no fury like a woman 
scorned" but men are stereo
typed as "passionate" seekers 
of truth and justice.) 

Frances Kamm '69B 
April 24, 1969 
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Engineering and Science at IBM 

''You're treated 
like a· professional 
right from the start:' 

"The attitude here is, if you're good enough to be 
hired, you're-good enough to be turned lpose on a 
project," says Don Feistamel. 

Doh earned a B.S.E.E. in 1965. Today, he's an 
Associate Engineer in systems design and evalua
tion at IBM. Most of his work consists of determin
ing_ modifications needed to make complex 
data processing systems fit the specialized 
requirements of IBM customers. 

Depending on the size of the project, Don 
works individually or in'3 small team. He's 
now working with three other engineers on 
part of an air traffic control system that will 
process radar-information by computer. 
Says Don: "There are only general guide
lines. The assignment is simply to come 
up with the optim·um system." 

Set your own pace 

Recently he wrote a simulation program that 
enables an IBM computer to predict the per
formance of a data processing system that will 
track satellites. He handled that,pfa-ject him
self. "Nobody stands over my-shoulqer," Don, 
says. "I pretty much set my own pace." 

Don's inform.al working environment-is typi
cal of Engineering and Science at IBM. No 
matter how large the project, we break it 
down into units small enough to be handled 
by one person or a few people. 

Don sees a lot of possibilities for the future. 
He says, "My job requires that I keep up to 
date with all the latest IBM equipment and 
systems programs. With that broad an outlook, 
I can mqve into almost any technical area at 
IBM-development, manufacturing, product 
test, space and defense projects, programming 
or marketing." 

Check with your placement office 

If you're interested in engineering and science at IBM, 
ask your placement office f_or more information. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

:::
>1£%
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Co/u111bia Baseball 

Out at Second 

Columbia second baseman Doug 

Cindermen Lose to Huskies;. Watt dives to tag Harvard's Bob
- Dorwart during the second inning

G.TeO ... UP[own r,lo-ns L' ,·nksmen 
,of Frirlay's game at Baker Field,

_ 1 t:, c;; .I. � I:" and base umpire Patrick Abate 
Columbia's varsity golf team sition, was the only otherColumbia signals that Watt's tag is in time 

was almost as unsuccessful as the player to win ·a match. for the out. 1 

cindermen Friday, as they were Dorwart reached first with two 
able to win just one match Columbia's varsity track team men out in the second inning ·on 
against Georgetown at the West- had another disappointing weekend. an error by Lion third baseman 
view Country Club in Vienna, Va. Although the Lions did not expect Jim Alloy. When John Heyel's 
Lion captain and number one golfer to win any points in the Penn first pitch to the next batter got 
Bob Bly won three-and-two (ahead Relays at Philadelphia Friday, they past Lion catcher Chuck As
three holes with two remaining). · did feel they could beat the Univ- sicurato, Dorwart broke for 
Dan Basarich, Dave Garett and ersity of Connecticut Saturday at second. 

• Page Sever;i.

DANCE -ORAMA - Music-� TENNIS 

C0�NSEL0RS 

ADIRONDACK GIRLS' CAMP 

The _Smithsoni�n Astrophysical Observatory likes to· 
st�ff its world-wide network of satellite tracking stations 
y.,1th men of unusual intelligence and ability. The trouble 
1s, of course, that most such men are. either- still in 
school or already -spoken for by one or another of the 
professions. The men we send to Spain, Peru, Ethiopia 
and elsewhere must have career plans which are still 
negotiabl�, or be willing at least to acqufre some 
unco�mon expe'r!er:ice for a year or two while putting 
away funds for graduate school. For those who stay 
there are broad opportunities for advancement as well'. 
If you are• available and a_ spe1:ialist in electron/cs 
whet�er by acaderr,ic training or through practicai 
experience, co'n.!_act us through yow placement oMit:e · 
or C!JI{ or write to_ Mr. Donal E. Tingle, Personne' 
Adm,mstrator, (617) 864-7910. 

SMITHSONIAN 
ASTROPHYSICAl 
OBSEIIVATORY 

60 Garden Street, Cambri�ge, Massachusetts 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Hank Newell, playing in the num- Baker Field, but lost 113-41. But the Lion catcher retrieved 
bers two, three, and seven po- the ball quickly,and threw him out. 
sitions respectively, made things [;:::::::::::::::::::�:::::�������:������- ������������:�· \-_:..:._�_�_:_����-�-�-��-��-�-�-�-�-��-�-�-�-�-��-�-�-�-�-�-�-��-�.;.� .. �-�-�-�-�-�-�-�-��-�-�-�-�---:;;;
close by not losing until the seven- 11 

l 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 

ARTS· FESTIVAL 1969 

teenth hole. 
Cl ·r dThe number one Cub golfer won aSS} ie 

his match, but tlie Lion frosh 
were no match for Yale at the l\iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii� 
Bulldog's course Saturday. Yale 
won the meet 5-2, as Charles i---------------...----,$"""s,...,.o�R=E=w.,..,A�R�D�f �o -r - i -nf_o __ -1-ea-d-in- g-to__J

Jackson, playing in the fourth po- Type edit IBM Exec 799-8434 6042 lease of apt. June l or July 1. 4 rms. 
or more. $225/mo. maximum. Riv
erside Dr. area preferred. Call S 83-
3949 6710 

�·.·<� 
/)c happ4 ending

-� -
WHEN 7:,� YOU 
STUDY & REVIEW· 

WITH 
BARNES & NOBLE 

College 
Ke4 Outline 

notes_Series 
KEYED TO YOUR. TEXTS 

Available at 
your booksellers 

We have cars to be driven to: Calif., 
Texas, Virg., Chic. & other points in 
U.S. and Canada. Min. age 2 I , call 
201-62 2-7940. 6246 
RIDERS MEXICO CITY ANY 
ROUTE JUNE SHARE DRIVING & 
EXPENSES NICK DYKEMA 865-
3620 663-4220. 6303 
TYPING TO FIT ALL NEEDS 

Tapes Transcribed and 
Edited 686-5066 6307 

Boston Professor needs furnished ap 
artment, 2-S bedrooms, Columbia vie, 
approx. May 5 So June 10. Call Weis
man, 617-354-2277, collect. 6713 

Want soul sister for apt in fall. Have . 
own room. 286-6892. 6960 

Summer sublet urgently needed. Call 
724-9498 evening. 6707 
SUMMER SUBLET WANTED 
University staff officer and family 
need 3 or 4 br summer sublet July J 
to Aug 15. Call D.K. Warner, 203-
288-5397 6309 
2 frisky friendly cats FREE. White 
alt. male I yr., fem. 6 mo. Free ac- · 
cessories 864-4009 695 I 
$130 reward for apt, 2 rms and up, 
b. June or Sept, max $160 mo., call
662-0155 6703 

Lease wanted now 6/1 or 8/1 $125 
Ken 864-3280 6956 
summer sublet studio W. 102 June 
Sept Dykema 865-3620 663-4220 

6709 
Rms available in spacious West-side 
apt. After S: 30 call 662-402 9 or 864-
4262. 6958 
Speaker's Forum: "Jordanian Policy 
& Involvement" Schiff Room-Tues. 
April 29, 8:00 p.m. Open dialogue 
follows. 6712 
Porto Organ ex. cond., 4 oct., ease 
ext., swell ped. $2 SO. Fender Bass
man Amp. ex. cond., 2 J 2in. Lansing 
speakers. $350 369-47�5 6955 1 
Columbia-Barnard Course Guide on 
sale today and the restof this week: 
FBH 12-2, Dorms.5: 30-6: 30, Jake 
12-2 , Mens Faculty Club 12-1, Hew
itt Dining Room 12-1. Special intro
ductory offer: $I/copy. 6957 
Fo� Sale 1968 Honda S-90 $175; 
369-6704 evenings 6711 
$ISO reward for information about 
apartment of 3 or more rooms, com
muting distance from Columbia. Call 
286-492 7 6959 

VAN AM SPEAKER'S FORUM 
first in a series: 

"f RDA NIAN POLICY & INVOLVEMENT"
MR. HANI MASRI, JORDANIAN ATTACHE 

Rescheduled to: 

TUESDAY, APRIL 29th 
SCHIFF ROOM 

8:00 P.M. 

THE MANNES COLLEGE ORCHESTRA 
Works by Tchaikovsky and Bizet 
Wed. April 30, 1969: 8: 30 p.m. 

FOLK FESTIVAL 

·wollman

Bring your own instrument-do your,own thmgf 

FREE 

Thurs. May 1, 1969: 8:00 p.m. WoUman $1.00 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY GLEE Cllll 

Annual St>ring Concert in honor of Mr.-Bai1ey Harvey 
Fri. May 2, 1969: 8:30 p.m. Low R.oturida · $;3.0Q 

($1.50 with CUID 

COLUMBIA FILMMAKERS 
present� the wmm . .-s of the first 'Ivy l-eague Film Festival .� 
Sat. May 3, 1969: 7:30 & 10:00 p.m. Wollman $2.0\). 

($1.50 with CUI 

COLUMBIA OPERA: 
ltalo Montemezzi's L'Amore Oei Tre Re 
full production with soroists, chorus, and orchestra; 

Thurs. May 8, Sat .. Ma·y 10, 1969: 8:00 p.m. 
Sun. May 11, 1969: 7 p.m. .Wollman· $5.00 

($3.00 with CUID) 

Ticket information at FB H Box Office every day from 
12 NOON to 3 P .M, 280-2417, evenings at 280-5069 

·from 7 to 10 P.M

COLLEGE ARTS COUNCIL 206 FBH
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Netmen Lose 
Then Trounce 

to Crimson, 
Brown 8-1 

League Def eats Ruin Two 
Columbia By RICHARD \\ALDHORN Nine's Weekend 

Columbia's varsity tennis team ed first doubles, and again 
split this weekend's matches at Parsont was involved in the final 
Baker Field, losing to Harvard match. 
9-0 and beating Brown R-1. 

After a disappointing showing
against Harvard on. Friday, the
Lions came back to win five of
the six singles matches and sweep
the three doubles matches a
gainst Brown. The meet
clinching fifth win came in the
second singles match, after
Columbia had taken a four to
one lead by winning the third,
fourth, fifth and sixth singles
matches, while losing only in
the first spot. Larry Parsont,
facing Don Smith of Brown, won
the first set 6-3, and took the
second set to clinch the match
9-7. Lion captain Bob Donaldson
was the only Columbia netman to
be beaten, losing to Brown's first
man, Spike GonLales in straight
sets, 6-1, 6--l. Gonzales1 fine
drop shots and volleying helped
him in getting Brown's only win

In the other singles matches,
Lloyd Emanuel, Dave Isenberg
and Dick Menaker a11 won in 
straight sets, and number six .
man Larry Gordon, after drop
ping the first set 6-2, easily took 
the march 6-2, 6-0. 

When the doubles matches began,
the meet was already over with
the Lions leading 5-1. Larry
Parsont and Lloyd Emanuel play-

With a gallery of team members
and spectators, Parsont and
Emanuel put on a show of tennis
and comedy skills, beating Gon
Lales and Smith 2-6, 6-2, 6-2, 
while keeping them laughing
throughout the match. After
reaching a well-placed Gonzales
drop shot, Parsont turned to the
crowd (and Gonzales) and asked,
"Did you ever see anything like
that before?" 

Things were not as cheerful
F.riday afternoon against Har
vard. Columbia's Donaldson
came closest to taking a match
by extending John Levin, Har
vard's first man to three sets.
Levin struggled and won the first
set 7 -5, and then fell apart while
Donaldson improved his volleying
to lose the second set 6-0. The
third set went to Levin, however,
wilth little difficulty, 6-2. 

Levin, a tall steady player,
used his height and steel racquet 
to produ<:e a big serve and net 

. . 

game, while Donaldson was
plagued throughout the match with
his inability to put away easy
forehand volleys. 

The freshman team won its
only match of the weekend Sat
urday by beating Fordham 8-1. 

� 

___....... ...:·.-...;._� ... ·---�;;. _ __,, ..

I 
' Photo by Frederick Yu 

MAKING CONTACT: Frank Stimley, Columbia's senior left fielder who 
batted .400 last year and was an all-Eastern League selection, con
nects with one of Harvard's Bob Dorwart's pitches, for a long fly. 

; 

llarYard's Dorwarl Hurl6 4-Hil Shufoui; 
Columbia Pilcher; �eyel lrjures Elbow 

Columb1c1 may have lost more than a baseball game on Friday, when 
Harvard topped the Lions in an Eastern League contest by a 6-0
score. Starting pitcher John Heyel, the ace of the Columbia mound
staff, was removed after hurling only three innings, when he suffered
an injury to his pitching arm. 

At first it was feared that the injury might be a recurrence of the
shoulder injury which her first suffered while playing football in
high school, and which has hampered his throwing since that time.
But instead, it was his right elbow and no1 the shoulder which was
ailing. The exact extent of the injury is not known. al L�1e pr:asent 

__ ......., __________________________ ..;.... ______________ ,� time, but if it ·is serious, then 

I j1· o· n C 8 t 
• 

C R 
any hopes Columbia may have had 

- .rews ea en . Ill up aces to challenge fo-r theEasternLeague 

Lio11 lh•at,il'S -Ar,• Last 
. ts Quakers Top Elis

Before Saturday's Blackwell Cup
regatta at Yale's docks in Derby
Conn., Columbia's varsity heavy
weight coach Bill Stowe hinted
rather strongly that he expected to
come in third and would plan for the
race accordingly. Well, the ex
pected occurred as Pennsylvania's
unbeaten crews won all three races
(freshman, junior varsity, and var
sity) with Yale second and Co
lumbia third in each race. 

1lf/T Lights Tak:• Rae(• 
.1s Lions Are Third

A thrilling lightweight crew race
took place at Cornell Saturday for
the Geiger Cup, but unfortunately
the Lions managed to miss out on
all the excitement. While MIT
was winning a stunning come
from-behind victory over the Big
Red, Columbia was far behind in
third place. 

The three started evenly and
Cornell gradually assumed a slight
lead. At about the half-way mark,
Columbia began to fall out of
contention. Then in the final 500 
meters, MIT assumed a sprint 
which raised their stroke to 38 ·
and ehabled them to gradually gain 
water on Cornell. The Engineers
passed the Big. Red right before
the finish line. 

crown this season will be severely 
dimmed. 

__, 

Harvard starting pitcher Bob
Dorwart had little trouble handling
the Lion batsmen, and the outcome
of the game was never in doubt
after the early stages. The
Crimson scored one run in the first
on a walk and a wind-blown pop
fly which fell for a single, and
then added three unearned runs in
out of reach. 

In going the distance, Dorwart
lin1ited the Lions to just four
singles, two of foe�n ':Jy �11.,.::rier
Chuck Assicurato. · The batting
star for the Crimson wa� cwtaL1
Dan Ignacio, who went three for 
four with a run scored, a run
batted in, and a stolen base. 

One .pitcher who did work effec
tively for Columbia was reliever
Ron Szumilas, who replaced ·Heyel
in the fourth inning. 

Brown Hands Lions 
2nd League Loss 

By ALEX SACHARE 

Columbia's hopes for an East
ern League baseball title were
dimmed Saturday afternoon, when
the Lions were beaten by Brow
5-3 under sunny skies at Baker
Field. 

The loss to the Bruins, who
were not rated as a particularly
strong club in the league, gave
Columbia a 5-6 record overall,
and a 1-2 league mark. Brown
is now 3-2 in the league, and 12-
9-1 overall. 

The fact that the Bruins have
played twice as· many games as

--...Columbia may well have been the
difference in Saturday's contest.
While not an overwhelmingly ta
lented club, the Bruins did not make
any errors in fundamentals, and
looked like a well-drilled, exper
ienced unit. 

Columbia outhit Brown 7-6,
but the Bruins had the benefit of
wildness on the part of Lion start
ing pitcher Terry Sweeney. Making
his second start of the season
after pitching well in relief on
numerous occasions, Sweeney gave
up nine walks before he was re
moved in the sixth inning, and the
Bruins capitalized on his wildness
to score five runs. 

Brown starting pitcher Bob
Thorley went all the way, but was
hardly overpowering. The Lions
hit him rather hard time and again,
but could not put the hits together
for a rally, and had a numb-er of long
fly balls caught. 

The Bruins got all five of their
runs off Sweeney. Ron Szumilas
pitched the final three and one
third innings, allowing neither a
run nor a hit. 

Columbia got two runs in the 
eighth inning to make the score ·
5-3, on an error by pitcher Thor
ley and a home run over the center 
field fence by Bob Bosson. It was
the first homer of the year for
Bosson. 

It was the first home run by a 
Columbia player to go over the
fence. Frank Stimley has the only
other Lion home run, and his came
on an umpire's ruling after the
ball rolled _under the right field
fence. 

The Lions did have something
to cheer about, however, as they
finished just one length behind
Yale in the varsity race, and the
fact that Stowe had made a num
ber of "experimental" changes in
preparation for next Saturday's
race with Rutgers. Considering
this, Stowe said that he was pleased
that his squad stayed so close
to Yale. 

Bill Stowe Lion varsity coach Dick Han
sen said before the race that he
did not expect to win this one, and
that his team would be conC\)!J · 
trating its efforts on what seemed
to be a mote realistic goal, up
setting Rutgers in a triangular"'
meet with-the Black Knights and
Georgetown to be held at home next
Saturday. 

Box Scores 

Pennsylvania was in a class by
- itself, winning the race by over

three lengths in the time of 5:26.8.
Aided by the Housatonic River,
which was swollen by the runoff
of heavy Connecticut snows, the
Quakers set a course record for
the 2000-meters. 

Penn jumped off to an early lead,
settled to a pace of 35-36 strokes
a minute, and then lengthen�d its
margin in the last 500 meters.
Columbia began gaining in the last
500 meiers, but it could nof
catch Yale. 

The junior varsity race was
closer, as Penn topped the Elis
by just one second, or less than
-a· quarter-length. The Lions lost
by two lengths. 

The freshman race saw the Cubs
finish three and one-half lengths
behind Penn, which beat Yale by
twp amd one-half lengths .. 

Several changes were made in
the varsity boat, the most im
portant being Bill Longa replacing
cpatain Bob Kidd as stroke. The
rest of the Lion boat consisted of
Mike Reiser, Bill Lynch, l\1att
Saczawa, John Probolus, Lowell
Hart, John Seney, Kidd, andJames
McHaney ( co Xis wain). 

This was Pennsylvania's fourth
consecutive Blackwell Cup victory.
Last,rear, on the Schuylkill River
in PhilJ.delphia, the quakers won
with a slower time of 5:41.8, two
lengths ahead of Yale and seven
ahead of Columbia. 

For this reason, the lightweights
had practiced through Friday and
planned to change their seating
arrangements as an experiment.

Both MIT and Cornell have good
lightweight squads. MIT has lost
just one race this season, to 
Harvard. This was Cornell's se
cond defeat; the Big Red previously
were beaten by Penn, who is un
beaten. Penn and Harvard are be
lieved to have two of the better
crews in the country. 

.HARV ARD ( 6) COLUMBIA (0) 
c:i co 

Player <:_ � :c ct: 

· Bernhard 3 l 1 0 
Tucker 40 0 0
DeMich. 2 1 0 0 
Varney 4 2 1 1 
Ignacio 4 1 3 l 
Hurley l O l 0 
Kelly 4 0 1 I 
Locksley l O O 0 
Cherry 
Turco 

4 0 I 1
40 0 0

Dorwart 3 l O 0 

- --

c:i a:i 

Plaver < ct: :c a. 

Graham 4 0 0 0 
Assicur. 3 0 2 0 
Stimley 4 0 0 0 
Bosson 4 0 0 0 
Conte 4 0 0 0 
\\att 4 0 1 0
Early. 3 0 0 0 
Alloy 2 0 0 0 

_Szakos 1 0 0 0 
Heyel 1 0 I 0 
Szumilas 1 0 0 0
Sweeney 1 0 0 0 

TOT AL 34 6 8 4 - TOT AL 32 0 4 0 

HARVARD ..... 103 000 011 · 6-8 2 
COLUMBIA .... 000 000 000 - 0 4 3 

BROWN (5) 
c:i c:i 

Player < � :c o:: 
M'Adams 4' f 1 0
{ahn 5 0 0 l 
Flanders 4 l l 0 
Stewart 3 l O 0 
Crozier 3·0 1 3 
Hoag 4 0 I l 
Marini 3 0 0 0 
Phillips 3 1 0 0 
Thorley 4 1 2 0 

TOTAL33 5 6 5 

COLUMBIA (3\ 
-

Player a:i c:i 

<O:::tO:: 

Graham 40 0 0
Assicur. 40 0 0
Stimley 3 1 1 0 
Bosson 4 I 1 2 
Conte 40 0 0  
¼ltt 4010 
Early 20 0 0
Szumilas 2010 
Szakos 4 1 1 0 
Sweeney 4020 
TOTAL 35 3 7 2

BROWN ......... 002 012 000 -- 5 6 3 

COLUMBIA ... 000 010 020 -- 3 7 3 

Winning Pitcher -- Thorley 

Losing Pitcher -- Sweeney 
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Migrant journal: summer 1968 
By EDEN WEINMAN 

Sunday, June 16, 1968 
9 a.m. 
Yemassee, South Carolina: two gas 

stations, cut by the state highway. No
body has heard of the Migrant Service 
Center. "I'm lookin' for work. Where 
d'ya reckon I can find some?" 

"You ain't goin' to fin' none 'round 
here. Your best bet's to go up to Beau
fort." He points out the road. I start 
hitching. This is the South, where civil" 
rights workers are shot. 

"Where ya goin'?" 
"Beaufort." 
"Hop in, I can take ya 'bout half 

the way there . . . Ya just get outa 
.the service?" 

"Uh-uh. I ain't been called up yet." 
"Oh, I figured ya looked like ya just 

got outa the service, so I took ya. It's 
hard to get a ride on this road. Where 
'bouts ya from?" 

"New York. I never been down here 
before. I want to see what it looks 
like." The road is a thin paved line 
between two green jungles. A body buried 
in those woods would never be found. 
We bump across a railroad track. 

"There was a real bad crash here, 
two, three years ago. Bill Collins was 
drunk, it was Saturday night, he ran 
right into a train. He was killed, car 
was totaled. Battery was still okay 
though, I got that, and the generator. 
Generator still works. Parts of the car 
were all over here, every which way •. . 
Okay, here ya go. Ya take that fork 
there." 

ll:30 a.m. Beaufort's a pretty big 
town, it looks like it would take about 
thirty minutes to walk across. It's hot;, 
no idea where to begin looking for work. 
I walk into an air-conditioned drugstore, 
see the Beaufort Gazette on the news -
stand, call the phone number on the 
masthead. It's busy, so I dial the 
sheriff's department. 

"I'm looking for some migrant camps. 
Do you know where they are?" 

"You might try out on Lady's Island. 
There's a lot of packing houses out 
there.'' 

Lady's Island, across a long bridge. 
A huge packing house roof reflects the 
sun. "I'm lookin' for a migrant crew 
to hire on with. D'ya know where I 
can find one?" 

"Fuck, you don't want to work with 
. them, it's niggers and mexicans. They'll 

Eden Weinman, a junior in the College, is

spending his junior year abroad in France. 
He worked as a migrant laborer last summer. 

Notes on a Columbia student's summer work

ing as a migrant laborer in the South, where 

the hours are long, the wages are low, and the 

people are far from gentle. "',, , ..

,I! 
./' 

knife you as quick as they blink. You 
might get work at one of the other packin' 
houses. We can't take you, we're running 
boxes today." 

More walking, some houses along the 
road, occasional people. "D'ya know 
where I can get work?" 

"There's a contractor lives in that 
house there. His name's Meano." 

Meano's wife comes to the door. 
"He's in the field now. Ya can come 
by tonight. I don't know if he can take 
ya or not." I've got only ten dollars, 
and the sandwiches will not last forever. 

1 p.m. A packing house agrees to hire 
me for the afternoon. 

'In cardboard crates, �atch the 
tomatoes as they tumble down the grad
ing chute, jerk the full box away, and 
roll it down the line. It's checked on a 
scale (sixty pounds), closed, rolled on. 
Picked up, carried several yards to a pal
let. A forklift will carry the boxes 
a ton at a time into refrigerator vans. 

The tomato sorting machine rises like 
a grey-green dinosaur, with growling 
pullies and truck loads of tomatoes 
tumbling down its chutes, to a dozen 
teams spaced along its sides. On the 
crest, riding its back, is a double col -
umn of twenty black girls, scarves on
their heads and over their mouths tQ 
keep out the choking dust, watching the 
tomatoes roll by, fresh from picking, 
unloaded by tons from the caravan of 
trucks, as the girls at feverish- pace 
pick out the old, the small, the rotten, 
the bruised. Everybody is sweating 
slippery under the hot roof above us, 
mouth velvety from the dust, as the 
machine rolls on and on. 

The white foreman adds me to a white 
team doing the bucking and weighing, 
and has a black fourteen-year-old car
ry our sixty pound box to the pallet. 

"I'm getting money to start at USC." 
The white at my side talks to me as 
we work. 

"I didn't have time to ask. How 
>- much we gettin' paid?" 
ix a: "$1.60 an hour." 
� "Wow. I was expectin' $1.25." 
3 ''The packing houses used to pay $1 
o an hour, but in '64 congress voted au 
� minimum wage, and it's been going up 
...J fifteen cents each year. Next year 
;;; it'll be $1.75." 
z My co-worker carries a few boxes to 
§ the pallet, then calls, with a smile,
<t: "Frank, move your ass down here and 
� stop clowning." The fourteen-year-old 

-� has walked away to talk with his friends,
� and our loaded boxes pile up. The white

/continued on c-2/ 

�
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Migrant journal 
(continued from c-1 / 

trades places with Frank for a while, to 
give him a chance to rest; when tired 
himself, he has Frank take over again. 

Tomatoes ·roll. bump, push, jostle, 
crowd each other as they hurry down 
the chute. Sometimes, like the audience 
from a theatre on fire jamming the 
exits, the tomatoes wedge in the chutes, 
and have to be knocked loose. A few 
old tomatoes elude the sorters on high, 
and the white zealously picks them out. 
"They shouldn't let these get by." 

He calls Frank back. Frank, who 
had left again and was talking with his 
fri�nds down the line, throws a tomato 
at him, laughing. 

He looks me over: workshoes, tote-
bag. "Yeah, I need someone right 
away. I just had to fire one of my 
checkers." Then, aside to one of his 
men, "Sam hasn't left the Fayer house 
in a week., I went down there last 
night, he was so drunk he couldn't even 
run." Back to me. ''I've got another 
white workin' for me, my crew gets 
along fine with him. We're in a big 
camp down the road that way, my wife 
does the cook in', fried chicken, baked 
potatoes, hamburgers, she cooks real 
good. I bring sodas and sandwiches 
out in the field. If any of my men needs 

.., help, or a loan, or some liquor o.r a 

There are nearly one million migrant workers

in the United States. Picking fifty boxes of toma, 

toes a day pays about $15; most migrants work 

less than 5 months a year. 

After a couple of hours the machine 
breaks down momentarily, and every
body runs to the soda machine. I go 
up to the loft to look for the toilet 
and find the one marked "White." Down
stairs, along with everyone else, I drink 
a soda. As the white and black pack
ing house workers talk, I sense two 
separate worlds, foreign to my own, 
non-intersecting. One is closer to my 
uni verse than the other. 

The machine recovers and roars. "I 
don't know when we'll be able to let 
you all go." The packing house has 
a lot of tomatoes to process that day. 

We finish after five hours. The fore
man who had hired me comes up. "Do 
you want to work through the night?" 

"Sure. But I've got to see a guy 
right now." 

"We've got to get this machine cleaned 
out. Be back in an hour, someone'll 
be here to tell you what to do." 

6:30 p.m. Meano ·is home when I get 
to his red brick house. "Shit, I'll 
take you if I could, but I ain't got 
no place to put you. I'm lettin' four 
guys sleep here already. Yesterday I 
had to send away three guys up from 
Texas, three real good pickers." Mea
no's accent is heavy. 

"Where d'ya think I can get work?" 
Meano yells in Spanish to another 

room. I remember things from Vista, 
the Mexican pride in ''raza," in being 
"Chicano." Two babies play with an 
empty plastic milk bottle near l\.1eano's 
feet. A woman yells back something·. 
Meano says, "Be here tomorrow." 

'"Bout what time?" 
"The morning. Before I leave." 
"When's that?" 
"Oh, I dunno. Six or seven." 
I leave and eat a sandwich by a road

side phone . booth. Inside, a black in 
clean clothes talks in a resonant voice, 
fingering a pile of quarters and dimes. 
Two other blacks, one in pants frayed 
at the knees, listen. A red '68 Cata
lina is pulled up alongside. Its license 
plate says BOWIE. 

". • • this year. Everybody's mighty 
happy with my crew, ain't had no trouble 
at all • • • Two; three at the most, 
we'll probably be comin' up to Virginia 
the first week of .July ••• Uh-uh, 
I ain't got a phone here, I'll call you 
back ••• Okay ••• So long, �Ir. Hen
drix.'' The man comes out of the phone 
booth, says to the two who are with 
him, "It's gonna be some of the best 
potatoes he's ever had. We'll go into 
town for an hour, then I'll take you 
back to camp." 

''l's lookin' for work and a place to 
stay. I heard ya talk 'bout your camp. 
Can ya give me some work?" 

woman an' we ain't work in', he can count 
on me. 

"If you check good, you know, help 
me a little with the books, I can pay 
you extra too, dependin' how much you 
help." The checker is the crew-boss's 
"eye," sometimes fakes a low count on 
some workers, to get an extra profit 
which he shares with the boss. 

Does this boss want "help" adding 
numbers, or gyping workers? "I don't 
wanna checl,. I'd rather pick." 

"Sure, I understand. If you pick 
'bout fifty boxes, you'll be makin' better 
than $15 a day, and we've been workin' 
regular . .• You sure you don't wanna 
check, it's a lot easier, -and if JOU 
help me good, you'll make 'bout as much 
as pickin' ." 

"I already talked to a guy said he 
might be able to hire me, I said I'd 
go by his house tomorrow ••• " 

"I like a man keeps his word. If 
he don't get you nothin', you come see 
me, my name's Frank Bowie, you've 
probably seen my buses." A school 
bus, repainted sky blue, is parked nearby. 
Several dozen blachs of all ages sit, 
or walk around. The ·women and girls 
have covered their hair with scarves, 
everyone is still filthy fron, the field. 
The bus is marked, "Frank Bowie Spe
cial, Direct fromOrlando.Florida." "You 
be here tomorrow evening," he sa)(.S, 
"I'll be lookin' for you. I think you'll 
wor_k just fine." Ile and the two other 
men get in the Catalina and drive off. 

Monday, June 17 
The alarm clock rings at 6:15 a.m. 

The tomato mush which seeped through 
my jeans has dried into stains as stiff 
as cardboard. I look in the mirror 
The unshaven, dirty, day-old bum looking 
back would not get a dime on ll4th and 
Broadway. I wash my face �n the cold 
stream of a hose, and shave. 

"I' 11 put · in a word for you with 
Bill, he might be able to hire you as 
my assistant." 

"Thanks, but I've got to get me a 
place to stay, and I can!t live h,ere. 
When can I get my pay?'' 

"Come by this afternoon and pick it 
up from the business office." 

6:45 a.m. r\t l\leano's house in the 
early reddish daylight about fifteen �lex
ican-Americans wait, sitting on the steps 
or squatting over the dewy grass. They 
are talking quietly, take no notice of 
my arrival. Birds are chirping in the 
distance. 

· 

.'.\leano says something in Spanish, 
everybody piles into two cars and a 
panel truck. 

\\"e follow a dirt road into the cen
ter of the fresh tomato rows. The work
ers scramble for the wooden crates a-

longside the road. .\ny time spent in 
the · field without a crate means that 
much money lost. The sun has been 
up for about an hour, and has just be
gun to bring out the acid smell of the 
tomato vines. The green parallel rows 
of tomatoes, separated by dusty furrows, 
st:;etch a hundred ydrds in either di
rection from where we are, but thework
ers cluster in the rows nearest the 
cars. 

The older workers have faces as if 
carved from olive wood. In the fields 
the sun has hardened lheir skin, turned 
it the brown of leath�r. especially on 
the nape of the neck, because their 
faces are buried in the leaves. The 
women wear rubber gloves to protect 
their hands from the stains and acid 
of the tomatoes. Large floppy straw 
hats shield their heads from the sun. 

I stand near the station wagon. Next 
to me, under straight black hair, are 
golden faces too young to work. One of 
the men catches l pair of baby field 
mice, and gives them to the children. 
A frail boy about five tries balancing 
a mouse on his little sister's head, 
but the mouse falls off, and he mom
entarily pani�s as he loses it in the 
tall grass. 

A little boy cups the second mouse 
in his palm, and three or four chil
dren crowd around to pet it gingerly 
with a finger. On all fours the frail 
boy who had dropped the mouse finds 
it again, and squeals with happiness. 
One of the other children grabs for it, 
but the boy snatches it away. 
• "You goin' to be pickin'?'' says to
me the man who had found the mice,
as he watches the children.

''Meano said he'd get me a place to 
stay, I'll be goin' with him. How's · 
the field?" 

"Not too bad. I got sixty-five boxes 
yesterday. Twenty dollars. _Ain't bad 
for five hours." But migrant families 
average less than a hundred days of 
work per year. 

He returns to where he had finished 
picking the day before. Behind him 
the vines are slightly pushed down. 
Bent almost double, his hands easily 
touching the ground, his legs almost 
straight, he begins to shuffle slowly 
forward. His hands, pushing the bushes 
this way and that, whisk in and out, 
search the tomatoes, grao them three 
and four at a time, flick out the stem 
with a jerk of the thwnb, and throw 
them into the box with a steady fast 
bump, bump, bump. The tomatoes are 
green, and .vill ripen on their way to 
market. 

\\"e've been in the field less than a 
quarter of an hour. Several of tht. 
pickers have already filled up a fifty 
pound box, carried it to the road, and 
begun a second. 

These here are too small. T want 'em 
like this." Near where I kneel as I 
pick, Robert fin!}s several handfuls of 
tomatoes which I missed, and puts them 
in my box. 

'' Pick both sides of the row. Watch 
you don't miss too many." 

The· sides of my thumbs are getting 
raw from flicking out the tomato stems.· 
The tomatoes hide beneath their leaves. 
My hands move mechanically, often pick 
tomatoes which I know must be thrown 
out. Even the breeze is hot. The bugs 
see my hands are occupied. They set
tle on my face, neck arms, are mired 
in the sweat. 

In a half hour I pick one box-thirty 
cents-and go back to the truck to drink 
water, swallow salt pills, slap on more 
sun lotion, and eat a peanut butter
jelly sandwich from my totebag. The 
sandwich makes me even thirstier. After 
fifteen minutes I go back. 

An hour passes. I think I'm becoming 
more proficient, and have picked three 
boxes in all. Robert comes over, with 
one hand picks up several tomatoes which 
I have just left on the vine, with the 
other tosses out some undersized to
matoes. 

''Leave the little ones." 
I go back to the pickup for another 

long drink, and Robert sits down near
by. Horace, his driver, starts to head 
the big Ford out of the field, to take 
full tomato crates to the packing house. 
"I got to pick up the money I earned 
last night." 

"Go with Horace," Robert says. 
I run after the truck. Fidel seats 

me between himself and Horace, so that 
he can stick his head out the_ window 
and enjoy the breeze. 

The crates, loaded sloppily, wobble 
in the rear-view mirror. 

"Watch the bump," says Fidel. 
At the packing house Horace backs 

the truck into a narrow space. The 
workers, 'including the "ugly mother
fucker," unload tomatoes from another 
truck. 

''It'll be a long time before they do 
us," Horace says. 

"I'm goin' to get my money," I say. 
I pass places I know: the telephone 

booth, Meano' s house. His dog is un
der the steps, just his muzzle showing. 

The business office of the packing 
house is clQsed. I wait. Ten minutes 
later the accountant comes and unlocks 
'the door. She is a tight-skinned blonde 
in her early forties, her hair in a bun. 

'.'\Ve don't pay till Friday.'' She snaps 
her words. 

Two years ago a crew boss in Cali
fornia had used the same excuse not to 
pay me. 

"I might not be here Friday. I need 
tlre money now. The boss said I could 
·_get paid r�ght away."

"The packi1ig houses used to pay $1
,. 

an hour, 

but in '64 Congress voted a minimum wage 

and it's been going up fifteen cents each year." 

••,\ll right," Meano says to me,' we'll

go to the packin' house. Roberto's truck's 
usually there 'bout now.'' 

10 a.m. The truck is getting hotter, 
and I can no longer sleep. Walking a
round the side of the truck, I see 
dozens of people working in the sun, 
while a few drink or rest briefly. Robert 
notes on a pad how many boxes each 
person has picked. ' Okay, where q'ya 
want me to start?" I say. 

He walks with -me. "You picked 
tomatoes before?'' 

"Yeah, I was workin' out in Cali
fornia two years ago, I picked 'em a 
couple of times." 

''Take these three rows here, and 
carry your boxes to the other side." 
About ten minutes later he comes back 
to look at what I've picked. "Get 
the stems out, you see, like. this . . . 

She checks on the intercom. "I'm 
sorry, I had to make sure. We usually 
!)n1.Y pay Friday, it simplifies our book-: 

keeping." She looks at my time card, 
makes out a check for twenty-two dol
.lars. "You a college student?" 

"Uh-uh." 

"You look a little like one. Some
times they work for us.'' 

"\\..here can I cash this?" 
'' You know the general store on your 

left, going that way? The liquor store 
behind will take it." 

The cashier gives me the money with
. out asking for identification. 

At the packing house Horace is with 
1 a black one-armed man who seems 
to be the boss of the loading cr.ew. 

This man moves the crates easily on 
a dolly, turning them w_ith the stump 
of his shoulder. Fewer men are work
,ing, it's about lunch time. Two whites, 
sitting on inverted crates near a water 

/continued 011 c-8} 
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Why eit council split 
By JOEL FRADER 

The vagaries of what used to be 
Columbia College Citizenship Council 
han:> in many ways mirrored the ups 
and downs of the development of so
cial consciousness on ,\merican cam
ppses since the "silent Fifties." We 
ha\·e come far from a President Ei
senhower-inspired scheme to bring con
troversial speakers on social problems 
to Columbia to attacl,ing the l'niversity's 
racism, and class oppression-not nec
essarily in that order. 

There are, of course, many reasons 
for transition. Central, however, to 
the process of change has been a dy
namic between doing and seeing. As 
students filed triplicate forms in the end
.less hallways of the city's bureaucracy 
one Saturday afternoon a month five or 
six years ago some few began to won
der if "citizenship" might not mean 
more direct involvement in the affairs 
of fellow New Yorkers . .., 

Students fell naturally into the role 
of tutor. It was a chance perhaps to 
apply some of the facts and figures 
crammed into our pre-professional 
brains. For the first time school might 
become relevant, more alive. 

For a while the excitement of the un
sterilized worlds beyond Columbia per
verted our vision. Were we really meet
ing twice a week with a black or Puerto 
Rican fifth grader who ,couldn't read? 
And even if we were, why was it se, 
harc:I to get him to concentrate, to work 
harder? Didn't he want to go to college 
and get ahead? Maybe the answer was 
new and more sophisticated techniques. 
We purchased the best books, consul
tants, and games to be found. But the 
kids everywhere still fidgeted in their 
seats. By that time some of them even 
got hostile when we suggested that they 
didn't have the proper motivation. 

Perplexed, we decided to figure out 
why we weren't very effective junior ed
ucators. We found out pretty· quickly. 
Schools in New York stank. Teachers 
cared more abottt job security and dis
cipline than education. Classrooms were 
over-crowded, facilities decrepit, condi
tions in general were deplorable·. Com
munity groups thoughout the city had be
gun to show their anger at the school 
system; the great integrationist straw
man was burned. Lousy black/white
schools were still lousy. And it wasn't 
just the schools. Life for most "inner 
city" (read black and Puerto Rican) 
residents was unbearable-when possible 
at all. 

has to report to his pre-induction p\y
sical next wee!,. I le has to fight them 
yellow ... Ile has to protect our great 
country." 

So once again we saw the pieces fall 
together. The government preferred to 
play dominoes in Southeast .--\sia-with 
the youngest and strongest fighters in the 
community-than to help out on 104th 
St. and Columbus .-\ve. 

At the same time, of course, things 
were happening on campus. The mili
tary effort boosted research. Old facil
ities were proving to be inadequate. More 
room was needed to house the various 
institutional areas of the University that 
serves the established order. That meant 
expansion. Students were uptight about 
the draft and Vietnam. Questions were 
raised about the university's complicity 
with the war. Recruiting for the war
effort was· attacked. The connections be
tween Columbia and the State became 
clearer. 

Most important for Cit Council were 
the pressures to expand and remodel 
the University. A modern stream-lined 
campus meant the building of a gym in 
Morningside Park and removal of thou
sands of community residents from the 
Heights. The great institutional com
plex proposed for Morningside was to be 
had at the expense of the people the 
university was funding ·us to help. The 
fight for better life conditions was a 
fight against Columbia as well as Wash
ington and Wall Street. And the more 
we looked into the problems, the harder 
it became to draw the distinctions be
twe�n Columbia University, the Penta
gon, the State Department, and the major 
corporate and financial interests of New 
York and the nation. 

We were, then, in 1967-68, very con
fused. Our experiences in just a few 
years had made us aware of the need 
for massive social change. The govern
mental apparatus we had always been 
taught to rely on as the agent-directly 
or indirectly-for improvement was fail
ing to provide even minimal resources 
for patGhing U.() the worst sore-spots. 

For a while, some of us applied the 
dwindling supply of band-aids while . 
others took up the offensive. Cit Council 
was among the first groups around to 
oppose the gym. At first we held 
hearings and discussions with the Uni
versity and the community. Later, Cit 
Council people were involved in the first 
demonstration at the gym site. Some 
of us ioined· the fight for community 

I 

"Presumably ,we have come to the U�iversity 
to learn to be better human beings. If we do 
nothing with knowledge we· then ignore our 
fitn.damental responsibilities." 

Thus Michael Harrington socked it to 
us. And then, a new hope. The liberal 
Kennedy ·era arrived in all its(Wea1thy) 
·hangings. The War (take your pick;
Poverty or Vietnam) had begun. Colum-·
bia students, often against the wishes
of Hamilton Hall and Low Library; were
quick to jump on the OEO/ community
action bandwagon. New, "comprehen
sive" approaches to all our social ills
were written behind the ivy insulated
walls of Canbridge and Morningside

· Heights. We saw the light: fight for
"control over the decisions that affect
our lives."

The trouble w_as that we weren't sup
posed to fight too hard. Our $100,000
might not get renewed if City Hall com
plained we were too noisy. And then
our $100,000 became $50,000. "National
priorities, sorry. We can't get your
welfare grant this week, Mrs. Jones.
We have to make the world safe for
democracy. Oh, Mrs. Jones, your son

Jnel Frader. a junior in the College, is the

thair111.a11 of Cit Council.

control of the schools, hoping to help 
out on all levels, from tutorial to poli
tical. And fot two years, some pf us 
talked about Stokely Carmichael's in
junction to attack racism where we came 
from, not in the streets of Harlem but 
in Great Neck and White Plains. 

Then last spring, we all had to make 
some decisions very quickly. From then 
on peaceful co-existence became more 
difficult. The night of the initial oc
cupation of Hamilton Hall the old Gov
erning Board of Citizenship Council met. 
Many of us came over from Hamilton 
and we were anxious to get back. Could 
we not, we asked, endorse the action 
and get back . to the matters at hand? 
The answer was a confused no! 

I argued that Cit Council had become 
an organization with certain values. We 
believed in the right of the community 
to determine its own affairs. We believed 
that the University was usurping that 
right in its expansion policy. So we 
had helpea lead the fight against the 
gym. Now it was time to openly back, 
those values. Support for the sit-in 

I • 
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was not only fitting, but entirely con
sistent and proper. 

No, I was told. How can we bite 
the hand that feeds us? Only some of 
us believed this was the way-therefore, 
we should make this an individual, not 
an institutional decision. It's more prac
tical that way. So we punted. We en, 
dorsed some of the demands and took 
no stand on the tactics. Most people 
know the rest of the history in one of 
various versions. In two days our of
fices became "Strike Central." Many 
members were 'enraged. And even though 
most people ended up helping the cause, 
personal grudges developed which have 
never been overcome. 

The University was not delighted with 
its new tenants-in Mathematics or Fer
ris Booth. And when in the fall we 
began our ''political" programs, I'm 
sure that many an administrator thought 
our minds had been blown by the spectre 
of SDS which still haunted the whole of 
,the third . floor of ''FBH. 

What I have tried to show, up to this 
point, however, is'' that the currently 
"too-hot-to-handle" political programs 
developed because we have grown up 
learning that the New York City (or 
Pattersori;""New Jersey or Cleveland, 
Ohio) schools, welfare programs, or gen
eral social conditions were not going 
to improve through the beneficence of 
McGeor.ge Bundy or John Lindsay. The 
only way we kpow how to get everyone 
rights (to decent housing, food, health, 
etc.) is to organize for them, demand 
them, and figfit for them. 

Now, of course, the University has 
said that we may be right-though they 
don't believe it-but it's not up to them 
to say so or to support us. 

Dean Hovde has made his views clear 
in his official document on "The Struc
ture of Community Service Organiza
tions in Columbia College" and his 
recent letter to Spectator ('1/10/69) 
It helps, I think, to examine what he;s 
said. 

Basically, the main issue is this. 
The dean finds that politics are out. 
In the future, "programs which are 
financially supported from my office 
must (sic) be engaged in primarily in 
service to the community, and no pro
ject will be funded whose aims and pro
grams are primarily political." More
over, this is somehow a "distinction of 
kind, not value." So, as Spectator 
pointed out in an editorial, a spurious. 
balance is achieved because one "lib
eral" program-the Government Com
mittee-is challenged: " ••• to work 
in a Congressman's office is proper, 
but it would not be proper to work 
in a Congressman's political campaigns, 
if the College's funds are involved." 

In other words, the university should 
not, according to the Dean, support 
politics. The University, however, does 
support political activity everyday-it 
would be impractical for· them not to. 
Columbia officials are involved in legis
lative lobbying. For example, they are 
opposing Congress ion al efforts to cut off 

. funds to "campus rebels." They go to 
City Hall and Albany to ask for land 
for expansion (that's how the gym was 
authorized). Professors and admini
strators are intimately involved in pol
icy making; both official (IDA, State 
Department) and non-official (David Tru
man was regarded as one of Robert 
Kennedy's top advisors, etc.) 

The Dean, I think, would have two 
responses to this. First, he would 
say that most of the things I mentioned 
above involve government, not politics. 
But the distinction is meaningless. Gov
ernment is the matter of running the 
social order and necessarily involves 
politics, i. e., social policy. Such 
policy is necessarily partisan. We have
n't seen President Nixon inviting too. 
many SDS or Social-Labor (let alone 
Liberal Party) people into his non-par
tisan coalition. The Dean's distinction. 
between pre- and post-election activi
ty, the supposed transcendence of "pol
itics" by government, is a false issue. 

Secondly, the Dean would say that 
"Mistakes have been made . • • " 
(Spec). IDA is now purged and we are 
moving toward a purified University 
which "should be dedicated to pursuit 
and transmission of knowledge • . . 
to serve all opinions. . . . " The im
plication is that we can talk about 
anything we like as long as we don't 
do ffi!ything. This split between know
ledge and action is unconscionable. Pre
sumably we have come to the Univer
sity to learn to be better human be
ings. If we do nothing with knowledge 
we then ignore o_ur fundamental respon
sibilities to others, and, ultimately to 
ourselves. 

The implications of inaction-in the 
name of "value-freedom" or whatever
must be exposed. Paul Baran, the ;_ 
conomist, wrote a pamphlet "The Com
mitment of the Intellectual" long before 
Noam Chomsky. In it he says, "It 
should be perfectly clear that such ab
dication amounts in practice to the en
dorsement of the status quo, to lending 
a helping hand to those who are seek
ing to obstruct any change in the exist
ing order of things in favor of a bet- • 
ter one." 

The problem, the Dean would say, 
then, is deciding who's right-or to 
support everyone. He has asked me 
what I should do were I Dean and a 
racist, anti-Semitic organization ap
proached the college for funds. I should 
say, I think, that racism and anti
semitism are wrong. No money. In 
other words I would make a decision 
on that as I have decided about the 
war, community control, or capitalism. 
I would not hid, behind a wall of ivy 
covered instituti�al neutraiity. 

As a last ditch effort, the Dean would 
say that Citizenship Council doesn't, 
then, work on the community. What 
constitutes the community? Is Riker's · 
Island (where the Service Council runs 
a prisons project) in the East River . 
the community? How about Congress
man's Scheuer's office in the Bronx? 
Why are they any more the community 
than Douglaston or Long Beach where 
our programs run? Is it the Manhattan 
community, New York City, the human 
community? The real problem is that 
our economic and social system have 
destroyed all sense of community and 
we are fighting to build a real one. 

In sum-then, it seems that the Dean's 
decision on our political programs is 
political repression, despite his dis
taste for the phrase. Not only can we 
not avoid being political animals in prac
tice, we shouldn't try to avoid this. 
The question is really which side are 
we on. I think we should be on the 
side of making Columbia really serve 
the people. And that's my politics. 
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An interview with Morton Sobell 
Bv KAREN DAVID 

On February 2, 1950, Klaus Fuclis, a member of the British 

team of scientists who had worked 011 the J\lan!zattan Project 

during WWII, was arrested as a Soviet agent. Fuchs was charged 

with having passed information relating to atomic power over to 

tile Russians, an accusation to which he readi(v confessed. 

On May 23, Harry Gold, an American citizen, was arrested, on 

a charge of conspiracy to commit wartime espionage. He 

confessed to having been a contact of Klaus Fuchs, under the 

employ of the Russian govemment. David Greenglass, an ex-G.I. 

who had been stationed at Los Alamos during the war, was 

arrested . three weeks later, being accused of having delivered 

information concerning the atomic bomb to Harry Gold in 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Greenglass, confessing to the charge, claimed that his brother

i11-law, Julius Rosenberg, had been responsible for recruiting him 

and arranging the meeting between himself and Gold. Greenglass 

stated that while on furlough in N. Y.C., Julius Rosenberg had 

given him one half of a jello box, the other half of which was 

given to Harry Gold, as a means of ide,rtification. Rosenberg was 

arrested, but denyed any knowledge of these occurances. A short 

time later came the arrests of Ethel Rosenberg and Morton So bell. 

But, though Sobel! was arrested in connection with the Rosenberg 

espionage conspiracy, he was not said to have been involved in the 

transmitting of any atomic secrets, nor was he in any way connec

ted with David Greenglass or Harry Gold. 

The sole witness of the prosecution to directly accuse Sobel! 

of involvement was Max Elitcher, who testified that Sobel!, as well 

as Julius Rosenberg, had attempted to recruit him as a Russian 

agent, and that, in his presense, Morton Sobel! had gone to 

deliver a can of film to the Rosenben! apartment. 

On June 16, 1950, David Greenglass, 
an ex-G.I. who had been stationed at 
Los Alamos during the war, was arrested 
by the F.B.I. He was accused of having 
been a member of an espionage ring in
volved with the stealing of U.S. atomic 
secrets. On July 17, the F.B.I. an
nounced the arrest of Greenglass's bro
ther-in-law, Julius Rosenberg. The ar
rest came shortly after the F.B.I. had 
informed the press that Greenglass want
ed to "cooperate" with the Bureau. 

The prdsecution's case against Julius 
and Ethel Rosenberg centered primarily 
around the testimony of David Green
glass. According to his accusations, Ju
lius Rosenberg requested that his bro
ther-in-law, while in Los Alamos� pro
cure information concerning the con
struction of the atom bomb. The gov
ernment maintained that this informa
tion, obtained by a minor technician 
with no more than a high school diploma, 
provided the Russians with the "secret" 
to the atom bomb. 

After the arrest of the Rosenbergs, 
the government extended its "inquiries." 
'' Everybody who was ever· associated 
with Julius Rosenberg, in any way, 
no matter how remotely, was investi
gated by the F.B.I. after his arrest. The 
whole series of intimidations that tool5-
place at that period of McCarthyism 
was such that if one person was in 
any way under suspicion, there would 
immediately be this network of reach
ing out toward anyone connected with 
that person," reflects ·Mrs. Sobell. 

Morton Sobell had been in the unfor
tunate position of having once known Ju
lius Rosenberg, though the two men were 
only slight acquaintances. "I knew Julius 
in school," he says. "He was in the 
class after mine. At the time, there 
were only about 25 students in the en
gineering school of CCNY, so, of course, 
I knew him. Also, he was politically 
left oriented, so there was that con
nection. But, then, during that period, 
nearly half the class had left leanings. 
After graduation, I lost sight of him 
until I came back to New York in '47, 
during which time I must have visited 
the Rosenberg apartment only 3 or 4 
times." 

Karen DaJ >id is a Barnard freshman 

The final connection between Julius 
Rosenberg and Morton Sobell was made 
by Max Elitcher, a fellow classmate 
and member of the Young Communis� 
League. According to Elitcher, Sobell 
had approached him on numerous occa
sions, asking that he "keep his eyes 
open" for any information that might 
be of use to Communists. Elitcher 
further 'stated that Sobell, in his attempts 
to recruit him, had often referred to 
Julius Rosenberg. Thus, his testimony 
irrevocably cemented the fate of Morton 
Sobell to that of the Rosenbergs. 

Elitcher's _relation to Sobell was a 
close one. After having gone through 
high school and college together, they 
both went to work at the Bureau of 
Ordinances in Washington, where they 
shared an apartment. Subsequently, when 
Sobell was working in Schenectady, El
itcher occasionallv visited with his 
friend. Later, after they had both moved 
back to New York, Elitcher purchased 
a house behind -Sobell. "You have to get 
this picture against his testimony that 
in '44 I had approached him to become 
a spy and that I kept making approaches 
to him until 1950," Sobell says. "Yet 
despite the fact that in '48 I had been 
approaching him for four years, he chose 
to become my neighbor. Of course, he 
resisted my blandishments all this time. 
But why he wanted to be in such a close 
proximity to someone as dangerous as 
myself seems totally incomprehensible." 

· The reasons for Elitcher's accusa
tions and close cooperation with the
F.B.I. are not so incomprehensible,
according to Mrs. Sobell. "Elitcher,
himself, was liable to a five-year pris
on sentence because of his confessed
perjury. (In applying gor a government
job, Elitcher had denied any connection
with the Communist party, of which he
had been a member.) But he was never
arrested or tried. So, that, here was a
classical case of someone who was being
pressured by the prosecution in an.at
tempt to achieve his certain ends, which
were, in this case, political in nature."

It was relatively easy for Elitcher to 
"inform" on him, Sobell asserts. "Ob
viously, he didn't know anyone else as 
well, Secondly, the conversations which 
he related concerning equipment did 
actually take place. He didn't have to lie 

Morton Sobel! 

much in accusing me. He took conver
sations which were perfectly innocent of 
themselves, discussic,ns concerning our 
jobs, and then added '1or purposes of 
espionage.' In other words, everything 
he said was perfectly true, to the point 
at which he added this statement on es
pionage. Also, we had both been mem
bers of the Young Communist League at 
that time at City College, so my political 
orientation fitted the requirements. You 
must understand that to have a spy trial 
of and by itself would not have been suf
ficient at the time. The prosecution's 
main purpose was to scare people away 
from the left, so that it was manditory 
that the defendants be of a left persuasion. 
So I fitted their needs perfectly." 

But the ultimate consiaeration in So
bell's candidacy for the role of a Rus
si�. �PY materialized in the form of his 
alleged. "flight" to Mexico, which came 
only ten days after David Greenglass had 
been arrested. The implications of the 
trip were strengthened by inquiries So
bell made, when in Mexico, on how to 
leave the country, while at the same 
time traveling under an alias. 

Though seemingly evidence of guilt, 
Sobell's trip to Mexico has less signi
ficance when understood in context. "We 
left for Mexico at the end of June. At 
that time, my wife, Helen, had just com
pleted her course at Columbia, I had 
finished teaching at Brooklyn Poiy, and 
Sydney, our daughter, was out of school. -
Thus, it was a period when we had all 
just completed our commitments and 
therefore, an opportune time to take off. 
It was purely coincidental that the two 
periods ·came at the same time." But 
why the use of the alias? "When we 
left for Mexico it was merely as a vaca
tion. But while dowrtthere things hap
pened in rapid succession-the war 
started, the Rosenberga were arrested, 
and then the general heightened hysteria 
which led to my momentary panic and 
change of p_lans." Mrs. Sobell added, 
"At this time, there were teachers who, 
were being fired from their jobs and 
engineers being subjected fo all kinds of 
harassing security checks. Mort was 
both an engineer and .a teacher and we 
were certainly not unaware of the tense 
atmosphere. And then to see the whole 
issue heightened by the outbreak of the 
Korean war, and then to read this fan
tastic ·account in the newspapers on the 
arrest of Julius Rosenberg for stealing 
the secret of the atom bomb. We were 
disturbed and upset and frightened, for 
this wasn't so long after World War II 
during which 6 million Jews were killed · 
by the Nazis. So we panicked. In retro
spect, we should have been even more 
frightened than we were." 

But this· -l'eriod of panic soon ended, 
Sobell says. After two weeks of frantic 
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Mrs. Sobell 

journeys over Mexico, he returned to his 
wife and children, who had remained in 
Mexico City, registered under their own 
names. He then had his family vaccinat
ed, in preparation for their return to the 
United States. A few days later Sobell 
and his family were "deported" from 
Mexico. A description of this incident 
was recorded by Sobell in an affidavit 
(included in "Invitation to an Inquest," 
by Walter and Miriam Scheir, Doubleday, 
1965) claiming that his removal from 
Mexico was not a legal extradition, but 
a kidnapping: 

"On Wednesday, August 16, 1950, ai 
about 8:00 P.M., whQe in our apart
ment in Mexico City, there was a knock 
on the door. My older daughter opened 
the door and three men burst into the 
room with drawn guns and bodies poised 
for shooting; these men did not ask my 
name, did not say what they wanted. 

"They picked me up bodily and carried 
me down from th� fourth floor to the 
ground floor. In the street I kept shouting 
for the police.· A taxi was hailed and 
they opened the door; tried to force me 
into the taxi; when two more men came 
in and beat me over the head with black
jacks until I lost consciousness. I woke 
up in the taxi and I was stretched hor(:. 
zontally at the feet of the three men. 

"When the car stopped in front of a 
building, they ordered me to get up; 
they told me to get into the building, 
but not to make a scene or they would 
plug me ••. we went upstairs, and, we went 
into an office. 

"They sat me down and a slim, tall, 
dark man came over; he looked at me. 
I asked him what it was all about. He 
slapped me in the face and told me that 
they were the ones that were asking 
questions. At · that point I discovered 
that my head was bloody and my shirt 
bespattered with blood. 

"At 4:00 A. M. I was moved into a 
large four-door Packard and seated in 
the rear with two armed men, one on 
each side of me. At that moment, the 
same tall, thin man came to the door , 
and spoke to my guards in English saying 
to them "If he makes any trouble. shoot 
him. 

"We stopped at the Mexican Customs 
on the Mexican side of the bridge, ac
ross the Rio Grande marking the border. 
A man entered with a badge in his hand 
and stated that he was a United States 
agent and he remained in the car. When 
we arrived at the> United States Customs 
I was directed to sign a card, arrested 
after they searched my baggage and my
self. They handcuffed me and placed 
me in jail where I remained for five 
days, after which I was taken to New 
York City." 

f continued on c-5/ 
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Morton Sobell 
[continued from c-4] 

The trial began· on. March 6, 1951, 
at the Federal Courthouse in New York 
City. The defendents were Julius and 
Ethel Rosenberg and Morton Sobell; the 
charge was, a conspiracy to commit 
espionage-no actual theft of secretive 
material was ever specified in the indict
ment. "I was never accused of having 
taken particular secrets," Sobell notes. 
"England does not even have a conspiracy 
count; and the only occasion in which 
they would use a similar charge in this 
country, generally, is in such an instance 
as the Spock Case, for they can't really 
accuse anybody for having done anything 
to violate the law. In a conspiracy 
count, talk is presented as evidence, 
thereby lending itself to misrepresenta
tion. In the case of Elitcher, I was 
accused of having spoken to him which 
was very innocuous in itself, but, yet, 

· by putting it into a conspiracy frame
work, they turned it into something which

· fit their purpose."

According to Sobell, his attorneys did
not permit him to testify in his own
defense. "Why didn't he let me? It
had nothing to do with the Elitcher tes
timony, though I couldn't have handled
it too well, since all I c·ould have told
them was that, yes, we did have these
conversations, but what Elitcher told you
to read into them was wrong. My
.lawyer was fooled by the F.B.I., who
told him that they had other material
. and that they could kill me if I took
the stand. This was a standard tac
tic that they used--other people have
reported it. Accordingly, he got fright
ened for me as well as for himself.

•You must understand that these were
not normal times. Mr. Kontz, in his
position as my lawyer, was unable to
conduct the trial with sufficient aggres
siveness. Many, many times, rather than
objecting to a statement, as a matter
of record, he would waive his right,
in hopes of appeasing the judge."

"After my arrest, Helen went around,
trying to get some good lawyers on the
case; prestige lawyers who were expert
in their field, but none of these men
would accept the case, so, that, in fact
the lawyers that we did manage to get
should be commended for their courage.
Though one of the biggest constitut.i.3n
lawyers wrote the Rosenber g brief,
he did so anonymously, and refused to
try the case himself."

•You must realize that this was not
an isolated incident," esplained Mrs. 
Sobell. •There were many things that 
were happening during this period. 
Thousands of people lost their jobs, many 
were being deported, there was an at
mosphere of alienation, suspicion, fear. 
It was the "fearful 50's", the silent 
generation, when none of the poeple in 
the universities dared to raise their 
voice. There was a paralysis that de
scended on the country in regard to 
any kind of activity. 

• 
"We were listening, a few nights ago, 

to some rabbis orating about the 9 
Jews who have been hanged in Iraq/' 
continued Mr. Sobell, "yet how many 
rabbis during this period of 1953, when 
the Rosenbergs were burned, orated. 
There were very few. The reason is 
that they can see what is happening in 
·Iraq has political overtones, but they
did not see that what was taking place
here was politically motivated."

Mr. So bell believes that before the 
jury ever had the opportunity to review 
the case, the press had alread y tried 
and convicted the Rosenbergs and him
self. "There were two trials in pro
gress, the bare legal trial in the courts 
and the phoney trial for the press," 
explains Mr. Sobell. The public trial, 
he continued, was employed as a means 
of achieving conviction for treasoP.-
an accusation which could never have 
been made in the courts, Jor at least 

two witnesses must testif:;, in a case 
of treason. And without the stigma of 
treason, the purpose of the trial as 
a device to promote a fear of the left 
could not have been fully satisfied. 

Exactly one month after the trial 
began, Judge Kaufman sentenced the 
Rosenbergs to "death by electrocution". 
The Judge declared "I consider your 
crime worse than murder. I believe 
your conduct in putting in the hands of 
tl:!e Russians the A-Bomb years before 
our best scientists predicted Russia 
would perfect the bomb has already 
caused , in my opinion, the Communist 
aggression in Korea, with the resultant 
casualties exceeding fifty thousand and 
who knows but that millions more of 
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innocent people may pay the price of 
your treason. Indeed, by your betray
al you undoubtedly have altered the 
course of history to the disadvantage 
of our country. We have evidence of 
your treachery all around us every day 
--for the civilian defense activities 
throughout the nation are aimed at pre
paring us for an atom bomb attack ••• • 
Judge Kaufman proved more •lenient" 
in sentencing Sobell, for no evidence 
presented· indicated his involvement in 
the selling of the atom bomb secrets. 
Sobell received 30 years, with a request 
that he never be parolled. David Green
glass was sentenced to only 15 years, 
"for cooperating". He was released 9 
years later. 

Although a movement to commute the 
:Rosenbergs' death sentence began in the 
States, it received little support, for the 
press was quick to label its supporters 
Communists. On Jan. 9, 1953, there 
appeared in U.S. News aJld World Re-

port a statem�nt which exemplified this 
view: 

"T�e campaign to 'save the Rosen
l>ergs' is a case study of how Commun
,ists can turn on the heat. The pressure 
• is tremendous. Communists all over1 the world get into the act, and follow 
the same line. The demand for 'jus
tice' is so intense it even attacks some 
non-Communists, and arouses genuine 
sympathy for spies. Forgotten in the 

I 

furor: the crime of the Rosenbergs". 
But· the protest movements and appeals 

appeared useless. The governm�nt re
fused to commute the sentence until the 
Rosen bergs confessed and agreed to col -
labor ate with the F.B.I. But though 
the Supreme Court refused to review 
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the case, Justice Douglas, on the day 
before the execution, issued a stay of 
execution. He said that there was a 
possibility that the Rosenbergs could 
have been improperly tried under the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1946, which had 
supercedcd: the Espionage Act of 1917 
and which required that a recommenda
tion by the jury be submitted for the 
death penalty to be administered. Since 
none was given, Justice Douglas wished 
to allow for a full judicial consideration. 

Washington exploded at the news of the 
stay of execution. William Wheeler, a 
Georgia Democrat, offered a resolution 
calling for the impeachment of Douglas 
for "high crimes and misdemeanors 
in office." The White House requested 
that Chief Justice Vinson reconvene the 
court to consider vacating Douglas's 
stay. The next day, Vinson read a ma
jority verqict vacating the stay of exe
cution. A few hours later the Rosen
bergs were executed. 

Just as the fear of the death penalty 
was employed against the Rosenbergs 
in a final attempt to gain their cooper
ation, Morton Sobell was presented with 
the threat of Alcatraz. ''The threat was 
used in· a number of ways," he remem
be't-s. "At that time the committee was 
just starting up, with Helen spearhead
ing the movement. They realized what 
a menace it posed, and, so, they hoped 
that with m y confession, they might 
prevent the growth of the campaign. 
Furthermore, the prosecution wanted me 
as a witness, to fill in the gaps in 
their case." 

When he wouldn't "cooperate," the 
government made good its threat and sent 
him to Alcatraz. '·I did not feel any 
great shock when. I first ar
rived at Alca�raz," Sobell said. "I 
had become anesthetized. A human 
being is a very adaptable animal. 
Though there are those who are weak, 
and quickly go under, I was able to 
adjust myself to my·surroundings. There 
are all sorts of defense mechanisms one 
can use. Probably my strongest sup
port ca.me from the outside--knowing that 
my wife was leading the campaign for 
vindication and that doubts were be
ginning to be acknowledged. But, still, 
pri�on life was not very pleasant." 

Though Judge Kaufman had advised a
gainst a parole, eighteen and one-half 
years later, Morton Sobell was released 
from Federal prison. "I feel no bitter
ness towards those who helped con
vict me, " he says. "The establish
ment needed a political trial to heat 
up the cold war and to prevent dis
sention. I just happened to fit into 
the picture. 

"Gh en this perspective of the situa
tion, I could not feel myself the per
secuted individual. I was not in the 
same position as the innocent man who 
had become the victim of an over zea
lous prosecutor or prejudiced jury. The 
time was right for a political trial, 
and I fitted the bill.• 

During his eighteen years of impris
onment, Mr. Sobell's lawyers appealed 
eight times to the Supreme Court, and 
were refused a hearing each time. "It 
shows a conspiracy in the government," 
says Mr. Sobell, "for at a hearing we 
would have the power to summon wit-

>- nesses and, thereby, produce a proper 
: defense. 
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· "The reasons for the refusal seem ob
vious, • continued Mr. Sobell. • Most 
c1 the cases that are brought before 
the Supreme Court have been tried by 

. the State. But my case originated in 
the federal courts. 

•1 have never regarded the vindication
of myself or the Rosenbergs in a per
sonal light,• Sobell said. "It is now sim
ply a question of history, for nobody 
still believes the myths that were part 
of the trial. But whether the vindica
tion will occur during our lifetimes, 
I cannot answer." 
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R. Crumb: the saered and the prolane

�he family� that LAYS together STA� toSether! 
�"'-''''' 

method of reversing the pagination and 
a remar_kable turning center spread, Lhe 
editors have mc1de the comic book read,t
ble in both directions, so that each cover 
is both front and back. Keading in one 
direction, one is 'oriented toward the 
Sacred: Rici< Griffin's cover depicts a 
Peace Eye escaped frOll'\ its shackles in 
the cave of the flesh, r.10\"ing upward lo 

. the clear light of the void. The other 

By STEVEN MARX 

Part II. The Profane 

''The Road of Excess Leads to 1he Palace 
of h'isdo111 "-Blake 

"The family that lays together stays 
together!'' announces the caption of H. 
Crumb's panoramic centerfold in Si\:\.TC\-I 
COMIX. One's first response is pro
bably to laugh at the profanation of t\\'0 
conventional :\merican pieties: family 
worship and togetherness. But one soon 
realizes that the travesty is also a truth; 
that the "cartoon•· is also a vision of 
harmony and delight. Utimatcly, one 
may perceive that there is no real con
flict bet1veen the parody and what is 
parodied: for laying is praying and 
pra.)ing is laying; both are the expression 
of devotion to God, in the Lniverse anc 
in l\lan; both are the address and the 
reply. 

In S:\.\ TOI CO�lIX pornog!:_aphic fan
tasies replace the divine fantasies of 
Crumb's earlier work. The ·sacred be
comes the Profane; the mysterious be
comes the obscene (unseen); for here, 
the Profane and the obscene are regarded 
as holy. The Profa�e has the same aura 
as the Sacred, and exposure to it has 
the same emotional effects as exposure 
to the Sacred: Dionysus and .\pollo are 
merely different aspects of the same 
God. Thi� is made explicit in John 
Thomson's ''Spiritual Stag Film." (Yel
low Dog, #-1) Fucking, sucking and mas
turbating are acts of devotion to the 
Dionsiac deity. The reader contem
plates these acts in SNATCH as exempla, 
and he is guided to imitative practise: 
"JERK OFF with Snatch Comics" pro
claims the back cover as a ritual com
mand. 

The world of Blake's Experience paro
dies and reverses the world of Blake's 
Innocence, yet ultimately depicts the 
same reality and demands the same re
verence: '' Did he who made the Lamb 
make Thee?'' The' 'unpredictable" little 
girl in "Phonus Balonus Blues," (E\'O) 
is the same as Meatball. The picture 
of the hairy and sweaty Mr. Sketchum 
getting a blow job as he sits at the 
drawing board, found on the inside cover 
of SNATCH, parodies and reverses the 
picture of the bow-tied, clean-cut and 
naive Mr. Sketchum on the inside cover 
of ZAP #0, who introduces us to child
like delight. Yet, both are -the same 
character-Crumb addressing the 
reader directly. 

The invitation to the delights of In
nocence is parodied by, and yet identi-

Steven Marx is a lecturer in the English 
department. 

fied with the invitation to the delights 
of Experience: 

It's a Kid! And he's ll'ai-ing to us from all· 
the way Ol'er theret. .. See what I mean? 
Things like that are happening all the 
time in these comic strips ... Wow t Don't 
miss a sin1;le isrne.' (ZAP) 

n,e plearnre ,s ours folks! We really like 
dra1t·i11g dirt_,, cartoons! We hope you en
for looki11 · ar cm as much as we enjoy 
dra11·in · e111.' ... 11'hat this ll'Orld needs is 
111ore satisfied customers. (SNATCH) 

. Both invitations are "profaned" by taking 
the verbal form of commercials, but the 
message in both is sacred and direct. 
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The second invitation may not be as 
easy to accept as the first. Some peo
·ple are unable to look at St'iA TCH;
others are frightened or depressed by·it.
A friend, after leafing through it ,...uietly
for five minutes, looked up and said one
word: "Heavy." The passage from
Innocence to Experienc� is always pain
fu L, even if the Experience is that of plea -
sure. There is a single frame by
Howard -'\rnherst in Sl\.\TCH showing an
infant in the cradle bawling with terror
as a hugh and gross but beautiful phallus
comes crashing though its nursery win-'
dow. The didactic purpose of Si',;,\ TCH,
and of most. of Crumb's recent. strips
is to guide us through that passage.
Like /,\ P, Sl\t\ TCH fulfills the perennial
function of serious literature: to teach
and delight; to teach through delight. It
,teaches the proper worship of Dionysus.

A critique of pornography per se can
be nothing more or less than a critique
of all literature. i'-,;o matter what the
book, the teaching it does is through

secondary experience; the delight it pro
vides is substitute gratification. The 
limits and values of pornography supplies 
the theme of one of Crumb's most sensi
tive and compassionate "obscene" 
strips, "Dirty Dog," which appears in 
ZAP #3. 

'' Dirty Dog'' begins with a bunny rabbit 
behind a TV camera in the upper corner 
of the first frame saying, '' Hi! I'm 
God! Lets get going." Introduced by a 
quote from a blues-" Hather drink mud
dy water, lord/Sleep in a hollow log/ 
Than to be up here in Kew York/Treated 
like a dirty dog,"-we discover him 
walking the streets, desolately searching· 
for love: ·" I sure have been leading 
a Dog's life since I got to this town ... 
Makes me horny as hell too .. . J eeL ! I 
gotta ineet some cunts!!'' He tries to 
make friends, but to no avail, so ... "Dog
gone it anyhow ... guess I'll go look at 
skin �ags .. .'' He goes into a porny 
bookstore; has a series of difficult en
counters with the other customers, the 
manager and his own fantasies; selects 
a mag to buy and go home with. In the 
last frame we see him briskly truckin' 
down the street, the wrapped maga;ine 
under his arm, a glowing smile on his 
face, with the thought in mind, '' l\1an 
oh man, this is a real good one!!" In 
a corner ·of the last frame, the radiant 
bunnY rabbit God points to Dirty Dog and 
looks out at the audience to say: "Poor 
old Dirty Dog! But he's happy." 

ZAP #3 appeared in January of this 
year, announcing itself as a "special 69 
issue." In several of the strips through-
out the comic, there is a play on the 
resemblance of the figure "69" to the 
figure of the Yin-Yang. Underlying the 
structure of the comic as a whole, how
ever, is an implicit assertion that the 
Sacred and the Profane themselves form 
a Yin- Yang; that the fleshly '' soixante 

direction is oriented toward the Profane: 
S. Clay \\ il on's cover depicts a group
of unspeakably ugly pirates threatening
the reader with sharpened s \\'Ords and
glints in their eyes. And within L..\P #3
we find exalted apocalypses intermingled
with gross fantasies. Indeed, as Rick
Griffeth shows in "The Secret of OXO"
on the back cover of SNATCH, the ,\po
calypse is a gross fantasy.

The grossest strip in ZAP #3 is Wil
son's '' Captain Pissgums and his Pervert 
Pirates:'' 

They came from every crudcrusted cor
ner of the globe, these lice-infested los
ers ... some were sadists ... some were maso
chists ... some just licked stinky of' boots 
... and the Captain settled for having his 
crew whiz into his mouth while others 
looked on delighted. 

Despite their grossness and violence, we 
soon discover that the pirates are deli
cately solicitous of one another's sexual 
proclivities, that tbe Captain is just; 
another one of the boys, and that their 
cruise is a kind of idyll: 

Good morning men, you look like hell ... 
what we re gonna do though, is stay on 
this course for a while .. ./ realize that 
sounds vague ... but don't sweat it-today 
et>erybody gets a double ration of grog ... 
and we 're gonna keep on the same 
course and sail and sail and fuck. (cough) 

The narrative involves the interruption 
of the idyll because of the chase and 
capture of Pissgums' ship by another 
pirate vessel, "the Quivering Thigh," 
sailed by Fatima and her crew of dykes. 
The two sexually incompatible and com
peting crews have a huge and brutal 
rumble, and Pissgums' ship is destroyed. 
Then, 

The fighting between the pen1ert pirates 
and the dykes slo\\'ed down ... el'erybody 
was tired. TTzis feeling_ spread across the 
ship ... it seemed e1•erybody wanted to 
stop the sword-elay, to sex it up instead! 

As the strip concludes, one of the dykes 
has a great idea: 

We can all aboard our ship. "T11e Quiver
ing TT1igh" and ha Fe some fim ... Pull 
yoursel11es together, and eFen though 
we re dykes, we can use you men 'cuzz 
you're all hung so nice'. .. Exceptions can 
be made so lets ha1 1e oursel,,es a fat orgy. 

This happy ending is climaxed by an 
apocalypse, as Pissgurns and Fatima re
main behind in a clutch, and go down 
with the sinking ship: 

neuf" and"the abstract principle of all Perhaps Pissgums and Fatima came to 
change are analogous and interwoven: some conclusions before they went un-
"Dig the Profile." Through an ingenious der with the ship. 

THE SECRET OF OXO 
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"The ancient tradition that the world 
will be consumed in fire at the end of 
six thousand years is true •.. 

For the cherub with his flaming sword 
is hereby commanded t o  leave his guard 
at the tree of life; and when he does 
the whole creation will be consumed 
and appefr infinite and.,, holy, whereas
it now appears finite and corrupt. .. 

This will come to pass by an im
provement in sensual enjoyment." 
-Blake
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Migrant journal 
/continued from c-2/ 

cooler, listen to Ilorace. His face is 
oval, dark, his smile a little sullen. 

"When we gets to Ohio, l's goin' to 
get myself a car. My brother had a 
car, and he'd take a girl out in the woods 
and say, 'Either you fuel{ me or you 
walk back.' Most of the girls fucked 
him, it was a long way back. I'll fuck 
each girl two times, maybe three, then 
get me another girlfriend.'' 

The one-armed man hardly listens 
to llorace. Ile swings himself down 
from the loading platform on his good 
arm, into the sun. His car does not 
start. "Did you check the sparks?" 
asks Horace. 

"They're all new.H The man un-
screws the carburetor cover, taps the 
valve, puts the cover back. This time 
he keeps the starter going several sec
onds, until the motor coughs on with 
a low, unsteady cadence. He waves to 
Horace matte-r-of-factly and drives out 
of the loading yard, oil fumes pouring 
from the exhaust. 

"He's known me since I was comin' 
here three years ago.'' Horace sits down 
by me, Fidel comes over. The to
matoes unloaded, I follow Horace and 
Fidel to help re-load the crates. "You 
don't have to," Horace says to me. 
We's gettin' paid." 

"That's okay." 
Horace tosses the splintery wooden 

boxed to Fidel-both of them bare
handed-and Fidel lays down the box 
for me to stack. I fall behind, so 
Horace goes more slowly. 

2 p.m. The vines are dustier than 
in the morning, the sun is lower than 
when we left, but the field is hotter. 
Those resting in the shade do not talk. 

the unloading is finished. "Ilope I get 
home before it's dark," Ilorace says. 
''The lights don't work, and I don't have 
my license. I don't want to get arrested 
again." Across the bridge, in town, 
we leave Ma.in Street, its sidewalks, 
white pedestrians, and neat ordered 
houses. Horace heads the truck into 
the section of Beaufort where the crew 
has rented some shacks. The buildings 
los� their paint, lawns disappear, the 
road gets narrower, less well paved. 
Blacks sit on porches, and walk along 
the road. 

Horace turns on the headlights, which 
catch a young girl walking by the road. 
He honks twice, she looks up. "Hey 
girl," he says, "hey girl, I'd like to 
walk with you." 

"Where you from?" 
"Iona. Get in." 
"Uh-uh. I gotta be home." 
"You wait here. I'll be right back.'' 
Where we stop a couple of minutes 

later, the screens on the windows are 
torn, the houses balance on stilts, de
bris thrown underneath. The houses are 
the dirty grey of white-wash long since 
peeled off. 

Ilorace returns from the house, gives 
me some advice before leaving. "You 
better lock the doors if you sleep out 
here.'' I will be a lone white sleep
ing in the street of a black slum. 

Horace points out a woman sitting on 
the porch steps, staring vacantly at her 
feet. Iler hair is cut short, and bris
tles in dozens of little strands. 

"Don't t�!k to that woman," says 
Horace qLietly. "She's crazy. She'll 
throw herself on you." 

It's about eight-thirty. Sally, the fat 
woman I remember from the truck, 

-------------------------------------

"His hands, pushing the b:,ishes this way and 

that, whisk in and whisk out; search the toma

toes, grab them three or four at a ti me; flick 

out the stem, and throw them into the box." 

About three more hours pass, I pick 
almost five more boxes. After each 
fifty pound box I carry it to the end 
of the row, where it will be picked up 
by the truck. 

Robert comes by. "Hurry up. We're 
fixin' to go.'' My rows are finished, 
but the eighth box is incomplete. 

"Where can I finish this box?" Robert 
points to an untouched triangle of vines 
at a turn in the road. 

The box filled, I go for a drink at 
the pickup, where the rest of the crew 
has already gathered. Two short blacks 
in their late forties tip the water can 
for each other, to rinse the mud off 
their hands. I wash off an empty soda 
pop bottle lying in the dust, drink some 
water out of it, and pass it to a fat, 
elderly woman at my side.

"Let's go, everybody," Robert yells. 
The fat woman has trouble climbing 

into the truck. "Lean on me," says 
a man with a dark face and short white 
hair. 

"There you go, Sally." Some one gives 
the woman more room on the bench 
inside the pickup. Robert's Mexican 
workers have already left in the station 
wagon. I am his only white worker, 
it is understood that I ride with the 
blacks. We bump out of the field, 
dust being sucked into our faces by 
the truck's motion. 

At the packing house Robert talks to 
a white man, and comes over to me. 
"Tonight you'll sleep in the truck. I'll

get you a place to live tomorrow.'' 
Robert leaves Ilorace and me to wait 

while the tomatoes are unloaded from the 
big truck. Horace talks with some of 
the loaders. He and the "ugly mother
fucker" avoid each other. Horace is an 
easy six one or two, and big boned. 

Kight has already started to fall when 

comes out of the house, flops down 
with an "oof" on the porch. 

"D'ya have a toilet," I ask. 
"Yeah, in there.'' 
"Can I use it.'' 
"Uh-huh.'' The house smells of ur_ine. 

The first door to my left is padlocked. 
The second door has a huge split in 
it, torn magazines cover the floor a
round the toilet. 

Sally is alone on the porch steps when 
I get back, but other members of the 
crew return soon. 

Two short, thin blacks in their late 
forties come in from around the house, 
and sit down. · I remember them tilt
ing the water-can to help each other wash. 
One has a lean impish face with live
ly eyes, a moustache. The other seems 
sadder, slumps more. 

A heavy-set black, beer can in one 
hand, rough wooden club in the other, 
comes down the street, walking with the 
man who had helped Sally into the truck, 
probably her husband 

The husband is of medium height; 
no flesh covers his bones, they are 
knotted together with huge, permanently 
tensed muscles. One of l\1ichelangelo's 
slaves, after starving for three weeks, 
would look like this man. His feet are 
still so thickly crusted from the field's 
mud and tomatoes that, though he is 
wearing sandals, he seems at first 

. glance to wear dark-green galoshes. 
"Lee, John," some one says as the 

two men climb the stairs. 
Sally sees me on the porch. "You 

set up here," she says, offering me her 
place. 

"This is fine." 
"John. go in the house and get the 

rockin' chair.'' Her husband returns 
with the rockin' chair. 

"You set here," he says to me. 
"Thanks, I'm okay here.'' 
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.John its do1111 in the rocking chair, 
pulls ,t flush out of his hip pocket, 
t;.tl,es ,t s11·ig, offers me some. 

.. \o thil nl{S." 
Ile insists. 
··I don't drink.''
.John d1·inks, offers the botllc to the

m;in 11 ilh ll'hom he just arrhed. 
''Take some." 
The man takes the flask, keeps on 

drinldng, until John jerks the bottle 
lx1ch. 

"I said talH� some, not drink,thc ll'hole 
godda 111 bottle." 

The tll'u nwn in their fort1es each 
;iccL'Pl a sip, give the bottle back to 
John. John drinks again, returns the 
botLie to his pocket, turns in my di
rect ion. 

"Lend me five dollars," he says. 
I feel he is beginning to evaluate me. 

"'->hit man, I'm tight up," I say. 
· · · '\. ou're what:"

The short man ll'ith the moustache
s:1ys ·' \. ou heard him, he's tied up, that 

only picked once, due to nh ::no pacl{
ing house vagaries. Zah i'eft ;,;8 to 
sleep on an abandoned porch of the farm, 
an old Southern plantation (somethit,g out 
of Gone with the Wind) in the process 
of being converted into a golf-course, 
since no single owner could any longer 
afford its elegance. The house was com
pletely gutted of glass, wiring, plumbing; 
mosquitoes swarmed on the screens. The 
first evening, tall, long-legged white 
birds, turning red at sunset, bathed them
selves among the reeds near shore, as 
they nibbled insects and frogs. 

The second evening, after helping the 
two white hired hands, Dick and Law
rence, wit_h chores around the farm, I 
returned to my porch. �'torm clouds 
covered the sky, mal,ing night fall quick
ly. Lightning bolts flashed across the 
darkness, electrifying the plantation in an 
eerie neon blue, and thunder exploded 
on all sides. I dreamt of forty foot 
ocean waves crashing against cliffs. 
Everything turned yellow while a fog 
horn cut through the roar. "Hooo, 
hooo . . .  " 

" . . .  honk, honl,." Lawrence's 

"Lawrence weighed 280 pounds. When feed-

ing the hogs he sometimes amused himself by 

kicking one in the side: 'Look at the sonofabitch 

run.'" 

mean he ain't got none to spare. You 
k11011 11h,tt he mean." , 

'->ally, still on the sofa, says "John, 
the boy ain't got 'nough for hisself." 

John d1·inks some more, ll'ipes his 
mouth on his hand, and goes. into the 
house. The mosquitoes start to appear. 

·'\ight," I say, and head for the trucl,.
"You lock the door," says the woman.
see the Beaufort Gazette's front page

headline (small town papers are always 
hard up for news): "Brained \\'hite 
Found.'' 

John comes back out of the house. 
''That door don't lock. You better keep 
the 1l'indo1rn open a crack, or you'll 
suffocate to death." 

I stretch out on the seat of the cab. 
The mosquitoes whine. It's dark, the 
voice� on the porch slowly stop, and 
I hear footsteps going away. I wouldn't 
be nervous if peoJ?le had n'ot kept warn
ing me to lock the door. Drunken 
voices pass by outside, and I crouch 
cto,rn to a void being seen. I have for
gotten the insect repellent in Robert's 
pickup, 11ith my tote-bag._ To protect 
my face I pull �P my shirt, and ex-
pose my stomach. 

.\ rnndom grab in the air catches 
t,rn pilots, from out of an invisible, 
buuing ll'hirlpool I move by the win
do11n to be able to see the mo quitoes 
better. Two unknoll'n forms come to-. 
ll'ards me, I duck down, and the foot
steps fade. Outside and inside, the street 
and the mosquitoes, Scylla and Char
ibdis. 

One lands in my ear-his fatal error. 
\\hine. Slap, slap, \\hine. \\here are 
they all coming from? If I can just 
seal the cab, and kill those already 
in. But the little window 1\·ill not-shut. 
The metal of the dashboard, the closed 
windows, echo the high-pitched roar. 

Maybe I can escape on top of the 
truck., But I'll qe seen from the road. 
:'\o, it's midnight, nobody would be out 
now. And besides, up high I will be 
harder to mug. ,\h, cool air, a breeze, 
no mosquitoe<;. Peace. \\'hine, slap, 
slap. The road's one street lamp 
points the long sl,adows of three :·men 
right at me. Try to hide on the far 
side of the roof. It cracks under 
m,, weight. The men pass. Back into 
the truck. ,\ shrill ovation greets my 
return. \\ ell, if they want to eat me, 
let them. 

"Hey! Hey! Get up!" John pounds on 
the cabin door. I must have slept four 
hours .. 
Wednesday, June 19 - Sunday, June 23 

(Summary) 
In the next five days Robert's crew 

car was outside, its headlights lighting 
the porch blinded me. I could barely 
read eleven p.m. on my watch. 

"Hey man," he said, "ain't no rea
son for you to sleep here. You can 
share my room in the bunkhouse." In 
two minutes I was in his car. "I 
don't know how I forgot about you. 
You're welcome to stay with me as long 
as you want." Back 'in his room he 
put on a town and country record sing
ing, "l\len have got to help each other." 

"Listen to the words. They're true," 
Lawrence said. 

Wallace for President pins, buttons, 
banners, and hats covered the wall. 
The Candidate spoke on the radio more 
often in the South than in the North: 
"It seems Governor l\elson Rockefeller 
of :'\ew York State just called me a 
'demagogue.' I don't know just exactly 
what he means, but it's a shame that 
h_e's got bad feelings against me, when 
our parents got along so fine. Why, 
my parents always used to buy oil from 
his parents during the winter, but I 
guess they were a mite too generous, 
and paid them a little too much, since 
their son gets uppity and starts down
talking me like that." 

Lawrence rocked with laughter. "You 
can't help lildng that man." 

One day a black drove by the plan
tation, with a loose exhaust pipe on his 
car. 

"Looks like I get a little nigger 
money," whispered Lawrence to me as 
he slipped under the car to weld the 
rattling pipe. But when finished, he 
turned down the dollar the man offered 
him, and waved him on his way. 

Black families, probably direct des
cendents of freed slaves, lived in iso
lated one-room shanties scattered a
round the former plantation. Sometimes 
they planted corn by hand in little 
patches behind their houses. Lawrence 
and Dick ridiculed this "nigger corn" 
-stunted and thin-in comparison with
"white corn" which grows fuH-bodied
and tall in fertilized fields. "Them nig
gers are too stupid to even plant corn."

The day when Robert's crew piched, 
Dick and Lawrence rounded up the blacks 
who lived near-by, to tal,e them to the 
field. Diel\ counted how many boxes 
each person picked, and took him his 
pay. " 1-N e take good care of our nig
gers." 

Lawrence weighed two hundred and 
eighty pounds. When feeding the hogs 
he sometimes amused himself by kick
ing one in the side. "Look at that 
sonofabitch run." Once in the hay loft 
he caught a rat underneath his boot, 
and slowly squeeze.ct its guts out of its 
mouth like toothpaste out of a tube. 

Lawrence's best friend was a band 
leader from Beaufort, who sported a 
bristling beard, an excellent gun and 
lmife collection. Sometimes at night he 
came over, two pistols at his side in 
the gunslinger tradition Lawrence and 
he s Lased out until morning "coon hunt
ing, and I don't care how many legs 
they got.'' 

Lawrence carried a .22 rifle in the 
jeep when driving around the plantation, 
to shoot at an)ihing that mornd: cats, 
mice, squirrel�. White birds with long 
nechs iived in the marsh below the en
trance to the plantation at the bottom 
of a hill. Lawrence cut the car's mo
tor when approaching, and let us si
lently drift up close to the birds. "Give 
me my gun." Aim, fire, bang, and the 
flock rises into the air-invariably un
harmed. 

"What's that white bird there with the 
long nee k," I asked. 

"That, my boy, is called a long 
necked white bird." 

I\londay, June 24 
8 a.m. The field is dry enough, and 

the cannery is worldng. Hobert's crew 
can pie!,, so we go down to the field. 
The last day we had worl,ed, Zak had 
gotten mad at Robert because his crew 
was picking so many small tomatoes. 

. Robert reminds us, ''Watch it now, 
just the big ones, just the big ones. 
I don't want to see any cats-faces or 
little ones." 

It's hard to pick just the big ones, 
because there are not very many on 
the vine. Zak keeps going through our 
boxes, finding lots of small tomatoes. 
He overturns one box Mighty hoon had 
picked. 

''Get out of here," he says ·to Ro-
bert. ''If your crew can't pick good, 
I'll get one that can." 

"All right, everybody," says Robert, 
"finish your box. We're through for 
the day." 

A black woman next to me says, 
"It's those Mexicans, they always pick 
the little ones." 

Robert is talking to Zale "I guess 
we'll go on up to Virginia." He tells 
me, "You can'wait here." 

"I'd better go with you now if you're 
not comin' by here later," 

''Okay." 
So that I can pacl{, Dick drives me up 

to the bunkhouse. Ilis wife and baby 
come to tell me good-bye, I give back 
a jug which Dick had lent me w.hen he 
showed me how to milk. 

"You can stay here if you want," 
says Zak. 

"Thanks, but I want to travel." 
"You're a damn fool to go with that 

crew if you do. That's a mixed crew, 
they're the worst kind. Them mexi-

car'll fuck your ass if you's not care
ful." 

Shorty straightens up. Oscar says, 
"Shit boy, you don't know what you's 
talldn' 'bout.". 

"You don't tell me to shut up, I'll 
put my foot on you. Pop knows you-'s 
fuckin' 'round wi.th Lee's wife too, that's 
why he let Shorty have it back h the 
field. Pow,Shortysays, 'What hit me?' " 
llorace imitates Shorty getting hit in 
the face. To Oscar: "Pop didn't hit 
you, he don't want :!\1omma to find out 
why's he's down to Lee's house so much. 
But he will soon, you just wait." llor
ace laughs and imitates Pop hitting 
Oscar, "Pow, pow." 

"I don't know what the hell you's 
talkin' 'bout." 

Pop comes out and sits down. Ho
race goes quiet. Pop sees a girl 
sitting on a porch down the road. "lley 
Ilorace, isn't that your girl friend':" 
llorace !oohs down at the ground. ;'You 
scared to call her'? \\'hy don't you 
call her'? I'll call her for you if you's 
scared to." 

Shorty laughs loudly. 
"I'm gonna shoot some pool," and 

Horace jumps off the porch. 
"II e's just scared," Shorty says, when 

llorace is down the road. "lie talks 
'bout girls real big, but he's just scared." 

"Where's a laundromat?" I ask.' 
Shorty gives me directions. "Hey, 

I've got some pants down to my place 
might fit you, they's too big for me." 
He ;vall,s with me. Children are play
ing in a muddy lot with three swings. 
As we approach �lain Street, the build
ings get neater, trim cottages display, 
"Rooms by the night, $1.50," "Room 
to let, $8/week" 

"Robert had me pay my rent through 
Friday," Shorty says, "and now he says 
we's leavin' tonight. lie oughta pay 
the rent. The woman better give me 
back part of my money, I ain't stayin' 
there, she ain't got no right to k�ep 
it." 

We go around the back of a white
washed wood house· on stilts, up a few 
steps. 

"I ain't 'lowed to bring visitors." 
Ile brushes aside a curtc>.in in the hall 

which leads to the ldtchen, and exposes 
an alcove with a narrow mahogany four 
post bed, and Shorty's possessions
a seaman's trunk, a metal suitcase, a 
box of pots and pans. The room is 
clean, with rose-flower wall paper, but 
bare. 

A short elderly black woman with ' 
steel frame glasses comes out of the 
kitchen, her hands folded under an apron. 

"1\1' am, I brought this boy here to give 
him some pants I got. Robert says 
we'll be leavin' tonight." 

She looks at me and returns to the 

"When we gets to Ohio," Horace said; "I's goin' 

to get myself a car. My brother had a car, and 

he'd take a girl in the woods and say: 'Either 

you fuck or you walk back.' '' 

cans and niggers is always fightin', 
before you know it you're goin' to wake 
up some mornin' with your ass cut 
into bits. They gets into a fight over 
a woman, some one gets ,killed every 
time. Robert don't vJant to tal,e you, 
even though he don't say it. That's 
why he had .vou sleepin' out here." 

"Maybe, but anyways I've got to leave 
with a crew if I'm goin' to travel. 
The season's 'bout finished here, I 
might as well leave with this one." 

"I'll tell Robert to add $20 to your 
tomato money for the plowin' you did 
here." 

Lawrence, after I say good-bye to 
him, swears at the seeder, which re
fuses to plant soy beans properly. 

Back in Beaufort the two short men, 
and Horace, and myself are sitting 
on Pop's porch, as everyone else packs 
their things. The man with the mous
tache bends down to pick up something. 
Horace laughs, "\Vatch out Shorty, Os-

kitchen. Sh0rty lays the metal suit
case carefully on the bed, undoes the 
belt which holds it closed, rummages 
through the neatly-pressed clothes, a.pd 
brings out a pair of golden corduroys. 

"I ain't got no money," I say. 
"Take 'em, they's too big for me." 
"Thanks." I hold them up to my 

waist. "They look 'bout right." 

A washing machine removes the to
mato stains from my work clothes, and 
I buy some sugared breakfast cereals 
and three cans of Campbell's soup for 
the trip•-up to Virginia. ..\t ,John's 
house I lo race is back, waiting with Fi
del and a thin �lexican. "I ley man,"· 
Ilorace says to' me, "let's go shoot 
some pool." 

''Sure." 
"Let's go !\atcho," says llorace to 

the thin Mexican. 
Swaggering, Horace leads the way. 

Sagging steps into a large dark room. 
/co11ti;zued 011 c-12/ 
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Brian De Palma is a revolutionary 
By STE VE D IT LEA 

At 27, Brian De Palma is probably 
the most important American director 
today, because of the success of one 
film. It didn't get rave reviews, didn't 
win any awards nor get nominated for 
an Oscar, 1yet "Greetings" is the most 
important American m·ovie of the last 
few years. De Palma has brought to 
.-\merican �ovies a revolution in both 
form and content which will serve as 
a model for a new wave of American 
film makers of the seventies. "Already, 
young directors talk of making "another 
'Greetings'," and the title of the movie 
has become synonymous with a new 
genre: the low-budget commercial film 
which is fresh, spontaneous, topical, 
and youthful. The success of "Greetings" 
has opened the way for more indepen
dently produced films which reach a 
level of honesty no Hollywood picture 
could ever aspire to. The American 
counterpart of the French Nouvelle Vague 
is about to start now that De Palma's 
film has broken many of the barriers 
to wide public acceptance of low-budget, 
unorthodox features. 

In talking about his films, De Palma 
is extremely articulate; it is obvious 
that he is constantly thinking anc;l in
tellectualizing about both the technique 
and the content of his movies. Ile 
considers himself somewhat of a formal
ist and can go on at length about the 
characteristics of a type of shot which 
he particularly liked using. There is 
a boyish quality to De Palma as he 
gleefully recounts a scene, an idea, or 
a theme, ever excited by the discovery 
he once made and incorporated into 
one of his films: he is still a little 
too young to have become jaded and 
his enthusiasm has not been dulled 
by the realities and obstacles which 
usually confront directors. 

When he talks, De Palma shows a 
mixture of great technical expertise 
and apparent naivete about the prac
ticalities and difficulties o f working 
in the film industry. Ile doesn't worry 
about the day when his creativity wiJl 
be hampered by the unpleasant necess
ities involved in making high-budget 

· films, nor about the prospect of some
day having to compromise himself in
order to get a film made.

"I guess I >e always been lucky; 
I've always been my own boss had my 
own way on any project I've worked 
on"; De Palma's words relect the un
ique position of the independent film 
maker. Yet, in an industry where giant 
sums of money are wasted on ridiculous 
projects, the independent must hustle 
to finli the relatively small amounts 
of money necessary for making what 
are often very original and worthy films. 
Despite these difficulties, De Palma is 
quite optomistic; he considers his mat
erial needs as relatively inimportant, his 
one all-consuming interest is making 
films. 

De Palma first started making movies 
while an undergraduate at Columbia. 
A graduate o f  the class of 1962, he 
remembers the time when film making 
was the somewhat exotic preoccupation 
of· a few eccentrics on campus. Of 
the other students making films at the 
time, De Palma says, "I thought they 
were jerks and they thought I was a jerk.'' 
The lack of a conducive atmosphei·e 
for film making at Columbia was not 
much of a handicap to De Palma; he 
joined a film making group downtown 
and sold almost all of his wordly pos
essions to buy himself a movie camera. 
When asked why he started to mal,e 
films despite all of the difficulties which 
faced him at the time, De Palma shrugs 
and explains that film making did not 
seem to be so difficult or unusual to 
him. Ile came to film with a good 

Ste1·c Diflea. a senior in £lie Colle>:c. /,as r<'
Cl:'11£/y been rejccfed ji-0111 waduafe school. 

knowledge of photography and only star
ted to malw his own movies-after having 
helped hib older brother on one. 

De Palma credits his brother as an 
important influence during his early 
life. The two were always rivals; 'Ahen 
his brother became interested in physics 
and went on to M.I .T., Brian also be
came interested in science. Whatever 
his brother did, he would try to do 
better. When his brother became in
terested in film, it was only natural 
that Brian would try to make movies 
too. Somewhere along the line, De· 
Palma went through the standard iden
tity crisis, realized that he wasn't really 
going to be a physicist and concentrated 
on acting and film making. Ile became 
general manager of Players, acted in 
plays both at Columbia and Sarah Law
rence ana made three fairly ambitious 
short films. 

Of his first film "Icarus", made during 
his sophom,ore year, De Palma has mixed 

Brian De Palma 

feelings. Though a Spectator reviewer 
at the time singled it out as being the 
best of a series of student films, De 
Palma laughs at the pretentiousness 
of the symbolism he used in the story. 
The film was a forty minute comedy 
about identity" ,and conformism. "It's 
just like a first novel, with all of the 
faults of a first novel, " De Palma 
said in response to a suggestion that 
students might want lo see the film. 
I lis next worh was "Dionysus," a film 
he shot at Sarah Lawrence; it too dealt 
with conformity.and taclded the problem 
of the artist. It is only his third student 
film, "Wotan's .-\wal�e" which De !'alma 
thinl�s is still worth seeing. :\lade over 
a period of neatly two years, ·'\\ocan" 
won De Palma acclaim as it won a prize 
in an experimental film competition. 
De Palma is enthusiastic about the 
sound trach, tbe photography and the 
acting on this film. On all of his films, 
De Pal ma did the photography and the 
editing. learning much about the nature 
of the film medium in the proces ·. 
Though his films were shot without sound 

and used only simple techniques, De 
Pal ma spent a total of about $5000 on 
his three student efforts. \.\'hen asked 
about where he got this money , De 
Palma shrugs, mumbles something about 
getting in anywhe1·e he rculc;l and •in
dicates that he led a ve1·.> spartan 
existence in order to save money. 

After graduating from Columbia, De 
Palma got a writing fellowship and de
cided to use it at Sarah Lawrence . 
It was there that he worked under Wil
ford Leach, head of the drama depart-. 
ment, and met Cynthia �1unroe. To
gether, the three of them made "The 
Wedding Party," De Pal ma's first fea
ture. Originally shot '- 1964, the film 
opened recently in the • illage, offering 
an opportunity to see De Palma's early 
work and giving film buffs a chance 
to test the auteaur theory as "The Wed
ding Party" play simultaneously with 
"Greetings ", only a few blocks away. 

"The Wedding Party" is a good film 

Robert De Niro 

in its own right; it becomes doubly in
teresting when viewed as a source for 
many of the most successful bits in 
"Greetings". De Palma came up with 
the original idea for the film and wrote 
the scenario with Cynthia Munroe, who 
was providing financial backing. .-\s 
the project tool, form, they sought the 
help of Wilford Leach, who had had 
expe1·ience in directing and staging in 
the teatre. 

The film suffers from a dichotomy 
stemming from the collaboration of two 
\·cl'y different influences: , film and 
drama. De Palma's Louch is evident 
in the most cinematic scenes in the 
film; scenes where there is constant 
moYemcnt by the camera, the characters 
or the dialogue. The film drags during 
the more theatrical moments when the 
camera is used to 1·ccord what can best 
be described as stage business; these 
arc Leach's scenes and arc certainly 
inferior to the 1·est of the film. 

The story of "The \\"edcling Party" 
is simple: a _\Oung bridegroom comes 
to his bride's home for the few days 

of events preceding their wedding. :\s 
he meets the bride's family and par
ticipates in the various receptions and 
ceremonies, he begins to have his doubts 
about going through with the_marriage. 
In the end, of course, he goes through 
with it. 

The main interest of the film res ides 
in a type of comedy of manners which 
is seldom seen on the screen today. 
Most of the humor in the film stems 
from the attitudes and appearance of 
the members of the_ bride's family, all 
of whom are depicted as broad cari
catures. This kind of humor is best 
when it is underplayed since so much 
of it depends on the obvious attributes 
of the characters. Occasionally situ
ation comedy creeps in and when it 
does, it upsets the mood of the film. 
De Palma's penchant for scenes with 
constant movement is a definite asset 
in this sort of film where the charact
erization is basically weak and the 
film should never slow down lest the 
shallowness of the characters become 
obvious. It is during Leach's scenes
when there is a feeble attempt at let
ting the cl,aracters reveal themselves
that the basic weakness of the portra
yals, especially the bride and bride
groom, shows up in ·the most glaring 
way. 
. The best parts of the movie are pure 
De Palma, as evidenced by similar 
scenes in "Greetings." Most obvious 
are the scenes of the bridegroom talk
ing with his two friends. Using a 
technique which is later used in an 
almost identical scene in "Greetings" 
De Palma uses constant jump cuts while 
the two friends give their advice. Even 
the participants in this scene are pre
decessors of the characters in the later 
film: Allester is a ringer for Lloyd 
and the bridegroom's other friend is 
portrayed by Robert De Niro, who also 
stars in "Greetings," (though in a very 
different role). 

De Palma is expecially fond of the 
scene where he alternated parts of 
two takes where the bench the charac
ters are sitting on is reversed while 
the rest of the scene remains the same. 
The dinner party scene is punctuated 
by a sldllful use o f  jump cut and pans. 
Scenes using slow or fast motion to 
simulate silent movie comedies are per
haps overdone, but are alway technically 
excellent. One chase scene on the dunes' 
of a beach is a true masterpiece in the 
Senett tradition. 

"The Wedding Party" gave De Palma 
important experience in the making of 
a feature. Working with a budget of 
$100,000,a respectable sum for this kind 
of independent production, De Palma 
shot it in 35 mm. black & white, using 
location shooting exclusively to cut down 
on costs. In working on the script, 
De Palma used actors' improvisations 
and incorporated them for dialogue ma
terial. De Palma's direction of his 
actors was heavily dependent on im
provisationa I techniques and this is 
most obvious in the contrast between 
those scenes and the more heavy-handed 
sequences which show Leach's touch. 

De Palma spent nearly two years ed
iting "The Wedding Party" and in the 
process, added to his experience with 
film. In order to salvage inferior foot
age, he came up with some ingenious 
editing solutions testifying to his tech
nical expertise. To save scenes which 
were out of focus, De Palma resorted 
to superimposilions of rain in several 
cases and of a window in one case. 
As a result of his cameraman's mis
takes, De Palma admits that he had 
to mal,e "The Wedding Party" into a 
very wet movie. 

After "The Wedding Party", De Palma 
taught film at Sarah Lawrence and at 
'.\.Y.C. Ile tends to be critical of film 
schools despite his acknowledgement of 
the necessity for training film directors. 

/co11ti1111edu11 c-llj 
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De Palma taught himself most of what 
he knows about film and tends to fee"J 
that this is the best way for any one to 
learn. 

For a few years De Palma worked 
on documentaries, doing his own shoot
ing and· editing. Among these films 
was the award winning "The Respon
sive Eye". on op art, and an ambitious 
project on the legal di vis ion of the 
N.A.A.C.P. which is still to-be edited. 
His second feature, "Murder A la Mod" 
was made in 1967. De Palma f.eel� 

for the film's importance to y, ·mg film
makers • 

The key to the significance of"Greet-
ings" rests in an understandin,; of the 
problem of cost in film production. Even 
the cheapest standard Hollywood feature 
costs millions of dollars to make. \\'ith 
such large sums of money at stake, a 
director must turn out a standardized 
product with the greatest appeal for the 
largest audience. With so great a 
financial investment, control over a 
film's content rests in the hands of 
businessmen and not the filmmaker; the 
result is the death of creativity and 
the birth of subtle for!lls of cen,sorship. 

''At 27, Brian De Palma is probably the most 

important American director today, because 

of the success of one film." 

that some day it may be considered 
a classic of sorts. It reflects his in
terest in Hitchcockian cinema, an in
terest which De Palma hopes to pursue 
this summer in another film he wants 
to do after "Son of Greetings." 

The idea for "Greetings" came up 
after De Palma had met Chuck Ilirsch 
while working for a while at Universal. 
Ilirsch had been struck by Godard's 
"Masculin-Feminin;" he wanted to made 
an American" Masculin-Feminin"·which 
would reflect the qualities of youth and 
spontaneity which Godard had captured 
on film. Ilirsch and De Palma wrote 
a scenario-Ilirsch included his own 
political preoccupations, as well as a 
lasting interest in the l<ennedy assass
ination, and computer dating, and De 
Palma was intrigued with the idea of 
voyeurism for one of his characters. 

As plans for the film took shape, 
it became obvious that no one actor 
could embody all of the qualities of a 
.Jean-Pierre Leaud. De Palma de
cided to use Robert De Niro, an actor 
who he feels is truly outstanding for 
his ability to identify with a role. In 
the end, De Niro's portrayal of Jon, the 
voyeur is the best characterization in the 
film. De Palma, a former general 
manager of -Columbia Players asked 
the then general manager, Gerritt Gra
ham, for actors to al;ldition for a part 
in the film. Gerritt got the part of 
Lloyd Clay, giving a flamboyant perfor
mance in the movie. The other lead 
was played by Jonathan Warden, an off - -
Broadway actor. Almost all of the re
maining roles were given to amateurs, 
friends of De Palma and Hirsch or chance 
acquaintances. As a resµlt of their 
casting for the picture, De Palma and 
Hirsch came up with actors who made 
up for inexperience by providng youth
fulness and spontaneity. 

Once again, De Palma used improv
sations for dialogue in the shooting 
script. During the shooting itself, the 
actors improvised excellent lines, in
cluding De Niro's marvelous line about 
"peep art", a new art form based on 
voyeurism. Gerritt Graham's story 
about the Barnard mixer was based on 
a few suggestions by De Palma and a lot 
of improvisation by Graham; the result 
is extremely funny and spontaneous, 
comparing favorably with Jean Claude
Leaud's story of mashed potatoes and 
the rediscovery o f  Galileo's theory of 
the Cniverse in ".'.\lasculin Feminin". 

De Palma and Hirsch succeeded at 
making an excellent film which broke 
a lot of conventions. l.Jnfortunately, the 
reviews which appeared when '•Greet
ings" cume out were lukewarm; this was 
due in largepart to the shorsighted
ness of "official" critics who tend to 
see only the manifest content of a film 
without regard to its form. For one 
critic to say the "Greetings" is " an 
overground sex protest film'' is about 
as enlightening as saying that '' Breath
less" is a gangster thriller. i\ re
viewer who is satisfied to give a syn
opsis and make some --�yaluation of the 
performances in "Greetings" is over
looking the factors which are r�sponsible. 

Until recently, American film makers 
who wanted to have real artistic control 
over their film::. had to be satisfied 
with selling out to the formula film or 
had to go outside of the " industry" 
into independent productions with limited 
appeal or into the "underground" with 
esoteric and often self-indulgent films. 

By making a film for considerably 
less than the normal cost, costing only 
forty thousand dollars which would pay 
back its original investment after rela
tively few showings to limited audiences, 
Brian De Palma was able to retain total 
control over his work and was able to 
create something fresh and exciting wiht
out compromises. Yet, by aiming at 
the regular movie houses instead of the 
underground or "art houses", he was 
able to reach a greater audience and 
have a greater commericial success. 
This last point is extremely important, 
for without a real commercial success 
an independent film maker will have dif
ficulty in ever making another feature. 

To make ''Greeting," De Palma and 
his producer Chuck Hirsch broke many 
rules of film making and somehow got 
a way with it.Making a color 35 mm. 
feature film for the relatively minuscule 
sum of$-!0,000 was something impossible 
until De Palma and Hirsch did it. Start
ing shooting without knowing how much 
money would be forthcoming for their 
movie, De Palma began using 16 mm. 
film, only to start over again in 35mm.,. 
a more professional medium, after al
most a third of the film was shot. 
For every foot of film that is actually 
used in a feature, it is normal prac
tice to shoot ten or fifteen feet of film. 
De Palma was limited to shooting•• Greet
ings" at an previously-impossible ratio 
of three to one. A standard feature takes 
eight to ten weeks to shoot; they did 
it in three. In order to make a success
ful film you've got to have skilled actors; 
yet De Palma succeeded with unknowns 
and amateurs. In pl<\nning a film, it 
is usually necessary to tailor it to a 
an audienc_e or market; De Palma and 
Hirsch had only their own critical stan
dards in mind when they made the film 
and were willing to release it in any 
way possible, including showing it as 
a skin flick on 42nd Street, ifnecessary. 

If all of this seems trivial, it is not; 
by ignoring technical and profess
ional conventions in production, De Pal
ma's was able to make a film with 
total artistic freedom, breaking the con
ventions of content which characterize 
so much of .-\merican cinema. Though 
foreign film maker�, especially Goddard, 
have pioneered in the breaking of these 
conventions, De Palma is the first Amer
ican to have adapted and improved upon 
on their production techniques('' Breath
less,'' one of the cheapest successful 
features ever made, cost �90,000, nearly 
twice as much as "Greetings") and to 
have a wide commercial success. 

.'.\luch of the technique used in the 
film is the result of the need to shoot 
the film as cheaply as possible. 
"Greetings" was a shot in long takes, 
cinema-verite style and then edited with 

a profusion of jump cuts. De Palma 
goes beyond Godard in the use of jump
cutting by using it extensively to com
bine two different takes of the same• 
scene, never hesitating to take advan
tage of the jarring effect of such a cut. 

As is often the case in Godard films, 
De Palma uses the jump-cut to cover 
up mhfukes in his shooting as well as 
for the effect itself, yet he is able 
to bring it off by using it as audac
iously as possible. The scene of Paul, 
Jon and Lloyd talking about avoding the 
draft in a psychedelic clothing store is 
remarkable: as they talk, the scene 
alternates between twocustomers in thes 
store keep changing places and clothing. 
As the result of an error in the pro
cessing, of the print I saw, the alter
nation between takes was accompanied 
by a change in color in each take, 
heightening the psychedelic effect of the 
store and pointing the way for new 
possiblities for the jump-cut, though in 
this· case the effect was unintentional. 

At tim�s, the image on the film is 
grainy as the result of blowing up as 
part o f  the original image on the film 
Because of costs, De Palma was un -
able to retake incorrectly framed scenes 
on the film, he resorted to this lab 
technique to salvage his footage. By 

- using this blow-up effect, the technique
of the film echoes the theme of the
spoof of •·Blow-Up" which is in the
in the film itself, though again, the effect
was originally unintentional.

The shooting of the film wasdone en
tirely on location, in order to save
money on studio costs. But an off
shoot of this was greater realism which
would have been impossible had "Greet
ings" been shot in a studio. Almost
everything which cost limitations forced
De Palma to use for his filming added
to the realism and spontaneity of the
film: Shooting on location, using non
professional actors and small shooting
crews. Though he does not subscribe
to Godard's fanatically mystical belief
in realism, De Palma was gratified to
find that "Greetings" had attained a
noticeable degree of authe.nticity.

The technique in "Greetings" is evi
dence of a film maker who has total
control of the medium. The editing,
which De Palma did himself, show in
genuity,_ skill and audaciousness, whether
it be in his use o f  jump-cuts or of
seemingly standard slick cutting, as in
the scene of Paul's seduction of Jon's
followi!lg a girl in the park. In the
shooting of the film, De Palma also
shows evidence of a wide-ranging kno-w
ledge of varied ilm techniques, from the
speeded-up silent-film style scene of
Paul going to Whitehall to the spoof
of TV Vietnam documentaries, from a
continuing spoof of "Blow-Up" to a skill
ful parody of stag films.

"Greetilll?s" is made uo 0f several

}'Vithout any real depth LO {hem. De 
Palma's skill as a director is to r.L'ver 
let the film slow down enough for 
this flaw to beco-me too apparent. There 
is a constant comic invention which keeps 
the film moving by injecting new char
acters a'nd incidents. The minor char
acters in the filr are truely excellent: 
whether it be the smut peddler, the girl 
who appears in the peep art sequence, 
or Mel Margulies playing himself. 

The structure of the film perm its at 
patchwork of episodes to be created 
by juxtaposing different scenes involving 
each of the main characters. Gerritt 
Graham's scenes at the beginning of the 
film are terrific. His constant rapping 
about ways of evading the draft and about 
his sexual adventures are funny in them
selves but are also pure Gerritt: snotty, 
pompous, and overblown, and as a re
sult, also quite funny. When he later 
gets involved in a sub-ploy involving the 
Kennedy assassination, Gerritt is lost 
and is replaced by the character he 
portrays, Lloyd. Clay. The sub-plot 
is saved by the introduction of Earl 
Roberts, a strange fanatic who makes 
a brief but very funny appearnace. The 
scenes of computer dates are occasion
ally funny but rather banal, with the 
exception of "Bored Housewife" se
quence. 

The most successful treatment of a 
topic is in Jon's preoccupation of voyeur
ism. This is carefully developed from 
the moment he first becomes aware of 
it, through a series of incidents which 
show the progress of his perversion, 
to the moment where he changes his 
whole world in terms of voyeurism in 
the middle of the jungle of Vietnam. 
The truly outstanding scene is the film
ing of the "peep art" sequence; De Palma 
transforms the audience,as well as Paul, 
into voyeurs 'as they peer into a girl·s 
windo"'. as she undresses. This scene 
best illustrates De Palma's feeling that 
that the nature of film is wrapped up 
with voyeurism on the part of the film 
maker and the audience. 

The treatment of sex in the film is 
indicative of the whole atmosphere of 
"Greetings". Sex is always considered 
in a \·cry natural way, often serving as 
the object of a funny scene, neve1· with 
Hollywood's mock ' artiness" which 
is often a cover for exploitation. \\ hat 

. ultimately angered Hollywood and got 
"Greetings" an X rating was the un
conventional way in which sex was treat
ed in several scenes: the casual use 
of nudity in Gerritt's bullet racing scene 
where a girl is used as a dummy instead 
of as a sex object, the ••Bored House
wife" stag film, and Gerritt's Barnard 
mixer rap. The onlyuncoventional thing 
about all of these was the fact that 
Hollywood had never shown sex scenes 
which did not follow the heavy pant
pant formula of "adult films." 

"By ignoring technical and professional con

ventions in production, De Palma was able to 

make ''Greetings'' with total artistic freedom.'' 

loosely connected episodes which deal 
with the preoccupations of three young 
men, Jon, Lloyd, and Paul. Most of 
what interests them is topicaland some
what transitory: the Vietnam war, the 
draft, computer dating.. It is this very 
topical and yet ephemeral quality which 
makes "Greetings"µnique: movies tend 
to ignore the topical humor used in 
maga lines or teleyision for fear that the 
film will becomE! dated by the time it 
is released. Most American films 
take place in a nebr.ilous time setting; it 
is only recently that criticism has been 
raised against such films as "The Grad
uate" and "Goodby Columbua" for their 
failure to injecl clements of topicality 
in order to add accuracyto the portray
al of characters. 

If "Greetings" has one fault, it is 
an overemphasis on topical and realistic 
incidents at the expense of characteri
tation. In the film each character be
result they become cardboard figures 
comes identified with one topic; as a 

:i'he quality of a film can often be 
gauged by the word of mouth it generates; 
here at Columbia, may people are talk
ing about , 'Greetings," yet few have act
ually seen it. Any one who would like 
to see what film can really be likt.. 
fresh, funny and unconventional, should 
see "Greetings" when it opens again soon 
in the Village. 

Those who have seen ''Greetings should
wait impatiently for "Son ofGreetings;, 
As De Palma describes it, the film is 
about the black revolution but it is also 
about the foibles. of society. De Palma 
is extremely enthusiastic about the 

script and foresees "Son o('c;reetings" 
as being more unified and even funnier 
than ''Greetings''. As the shooting on 
the film · ends, De Palma is becoming 
even more enthusiastic and impatient 
to complete the editing and have it 
shown soon. Any one interested in 
in seeing the work of one of this gen
eration's most important directors 
should also share that impatience: 
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Two teen-aged blacl, girls are sitting 
at the bar on Ollr right, three blach 
men talk with them. llorace, lihe an 
exect\tive demanding the menu at the 
T11em,r-Un!;' orders drinl\s for 1-"idel and 
m� self. 

\\'e go through the bar into the gloomy 
room in back \\'e can hardly talk: 
Otis Hedding, from a jul\e box at full 
volume, sings, "l didn't have nothin' 
lo live for, lool\'s lil\c nothin's goin' 
to come my way. I can't do what people 
tell me to do, so I guess I'll just 
remain the same." The felt on the 
table is torn. Cue sticks have pock
marked the wall, the naked lightbulb 
hangs by its wire from the ceiling. 

l'sing a wooden triangle, Ilorace sets 
up the balls. 

"That ain't how they go," says Fi
del, re-arranging them. Ilorace, Fidel, 
and '.\atcho play a fe,,· games at a nickel 
a game. Ilorace plays awlmardly, loses 
lo Fidel, who _loses to Natcho. 

"You want to play, man?" Natcho 
asks me. 

"I don't !mow how." 
"You hold the stick m,e this," says 

Horace, "and look along this finger. 
Ta.he some shots." Fidel, playing against 
me, elaborately chalks his cue stick. 

Three older blacks in sports shirts 
come in. They crowd the room with 
the four of us already there. The rhythm 
from the juke box pounds the air, the 
men jitterbug in place as they wait to 
shoot. One accidentally pokes me with 
his cue stick. "Sorry." 

The men size us up. '' One of you 
want to play? I don't play good, but 
it's more interestin' if there's a dol
lar ridin' on it." 

"I don't play for money." 
, "l'h-uh." 

"l\Ie neither." 
" 

10 thanl,s." 
Horace begins to act nervous. The 

jul,e box pouqds. "I'm goin' back." 
''.l\Ie too," says 'atcho, and we all 

leave. 
Outside, where it is now almost as 

dark as it was in the bar, Horace says, 
"I wan't goin' to play that dude for mo
ney. Him talkin' 'bout how he wasn't 
no good. Shit, if he wasn't no good, 
he wouldn't of bet no dollar." 

"I don't play for money with nobody 
I don't know," says Natcho. 

Tuesday, June 25 
The sun wakes us about eight. Os

car turns down a small box of Sugar 
Pops I offer him. "When I drink I 
can't eat." 

The woman in the next room, the 
kitchen, is yelling at her ldds. "Get 
out of the way. You're always gettin' 
into everytin'." It's the woman I had 
seen in the field with her children. 
Oscar and I go down to Pop's house. 

I ask Sally, "Where can 1 wash?" 
"The water's ·'round back." 
:'.\Iexican children play in front of a 

couple of weathered, tar-paper-covered 
wood houses. They watch me as water 
from the faucet makes ct\ muddy pool. 

Out front, Horace talks to me about 
Virginia. "Last year Robert got us a 
big old house-, we was all together." 

"I've got a stove up in Virginia. 
It's a lot better up in Virginia," says 
·"uy.

Robert arrives in his truch, the sides
paneled to form a van, a tar9aulin on 
top. IIis family's boxes fill the red 
and white piclrnp, and the :'.\Iexicans ride 
in the '66 Impala. Everybody forms a 
line to t\Iom and Pop's room to help 
them load their things. Splotches of 
linoleum cover about half the floor. 
Piles of dirty dishes beside a hero
sene hot-plate, clothes in heaps, a half
filled leather sea trun,k. Half-filled cans 
and boxes. Knives and forks loose on 
the floor. The bed frame folded in 
two. As soon as Sally fills each· tub, 
can, or whatever, somebody carries it 
to the truck. 

'•I-Ion, ya wanna keep this?" she yells, 
pointing to a generator on the floor. 

"Yeah, I can fix it and_ sell it." 

\\'e fold the mattress in two and carry 
the bed frame, wash tubs, roching chair, 
empty l,erosene jugs, clothes, brohen 
coffee heater, oil can, framed pictur_e.s. 

:\lomma frets. ·« \\'hen we get up to 
\"irginia, I'm gonna throw out some of 
this junh." 

Finally the house is emptied. On the 
porch couch remain: Have You I3een 
Saved?, an issue of "Watchtower," Our 
Wonderful Earth, and the volume ",\" 
of an enc ye lopedia. 

"D'ya want the books, l\lomma?" 
"Yeah, set 'em in the truck. One 

day when I've got the money I'm goin' 
to buy me some glasses and read 'em." 

"\\.here we goin'?" I show Robert 
my road map of the east coast. 

"Ocackbo, \'irginia." 
He can't find it. 
"As I, Nate ho, he uses maps better 

'an me. 
I show the map to l'\atcho. •·l.Jh, it's 

not on the map, but it's near Parsley, 
here." Our trip will be seven hundred 
miles. 

Robert gives Horace a rope. "Tie the 
boxes back." They threaten to fall 
forward onto where we will be riding. 

l\Iomma loo1's into the truch, sees 
her boxes in disarray. "I's goin' to 
buy me a trailer to put all my things 
in neat. Then all's I'll have to do will 
be to just tow it behind wherever we go, 
lil,e that Mexican family does." 

Robert puts Momma in the pickup 
alongside Natcho. The other blacks, 
and Mighty Koon and myself go into 
the van. 

Robert leads the procession in the 
green truch, followed by the pickup, 
followed by the 1mpala. We stop quicldy 
at Shorty's house, then Oscar's. Piece 
by piece, the leaning tower of baggage 
grows, to touch thetarpaulinroof. 

We are twelve in the van, plus two 
dogs. We sit on three short wooden 
benches, except for Shorty. He is 
regally enthroned on a soft, purple vel
vet chair he ·has found and chained to 
the floor, against the baggage which 
wobbles above. 

\Ve stop at a gas station. Discreetly, 
Robert gives me the money from Zak for 
working on the farm. With Pop's help 
he strings electrical wire from the cab 
of the truck to the bach. The side and 
brake lights do not work, and a darh 
truck on the highway at night is sui
cide. "Is it firin' now?" About half 
of the lights are. 

Horace rummages in the wiring of 
the pickup's horn, some one pushes the 
button. "I can't get this to say nothin'." 

Shorty buys a can of beer with his 
last money, and asks me to lend him 
som� more. 

"Robert don't want him to drink," 
says Horace. 

"I can't lend you nothin' if Robert 
don't want it." 

"Come on, I'll pay you right back." 
''Robert's my boss, I can't go against 

what he says." 
"Give it to me, I'll pay you back as 

soon as we get to Virginia. Robert 
owes me fifteen dollars." 

"He's doin' right," says Horace to 
Shorty, "you know Robert don't want 
you to drink today." 

"Fuck." 
10:30 a.m. Robert starts up the 

true!,. There is room for about six 
of us. Legs jab bacl\s, heads push 
shoulders, elbows crowd ribs. Only 
those near the end of the van have 
a little fresh air. l\Iighty Koon stands 
lool,ing at the city divider line of the 
highway rushing away. 

_.\ brie1shower drips through holes 
in the tarpaulin_ , and l\lighty hoon 
retreats to a drier, safer position, 
singing all the time strange Spanish 
songs which no one understands. 

"\\'hat's the Puerto Rican singing 
about?" asks Shorty. 

''Shut up," says Horace to l\Hghty 
I hoon. 

· l\lighty l<oon replies something in
comprehensible in Spanish, grins, and
keeps on singing.

As--- turns and hills tilt the truck, 
we have to move our sacl,s of food 
on the floor to avoid the nomad pools 
of rainwater and dog urine. The dog 
fleas are not put off by our smell. 

Shorty is feeling happy in his up
holstered chair. "I heard 'bout a 
woman ridin' one of them big Greyhound 
buses, one with air condition�n• and 
toilets, and everythin'. She went back 
to the toilet to pis8 and the bus turned 
over, and she peed all over herself." 
He laughs, for a long time. 

Ilis laughter gets on Horace's nerves. 
"You laugh lil,e a damn fool." 

A man pulls his head down· from 
wherei he was watching the sky. 
Ile has thick bushy hair, talks quichly, 
moving his big hands. 

"I know a woman in Norfolk who 
got pregnant by a mule. She saw the 
mule in the field one day, and bent 
over, and the mule climbed her just 
lihe he climb another mule, and fucked 

"and also the dog will piss where he 
smells shit, and shit where he smells 
piss. So if ya get a little piss or shit 
on a blanket, or a newspaper, it don't 
matter, either one will do, he'll go right 
over to it every time. That's •. what 
the man did with his dog down in Cora.Jin. 

"\Ve was pickin' beans , and the man 
would loci, us out of the camp durin' 
the day-only if you was ri,arried, your 
wife could stay. That was when Bilbo 
was runnin' the camp. Even if it was 
rainin', or you was sick, you hadcla 
go out and worl,. Then his son took 
over, and he told the foreman that 
if it was rainin' we didn't have to work. 
We could if we wanted to, if we needed 
the money, but we didn't have to. 

"Bilbo's dog used to come -� out in 
the field. \.\'e put all our lunches on 
a low trailer they pulled behind the 
tractor. One day that dog got up on 
the trailer and ate all our lunches. 
We was goin' to kill that dog. We 
told Bilbo, and he said, 'Man, I better 
get that dog to the hospital, he's goin' 
to be sick, he done ate too much.' 
l\lan, and we was goin' to tear that 
dog's ass up. I3ut he gave us some sand
wiches, and a gallon of milk. You 
!mow, this much baloney, so we each
had two, three sandwiches.

"One day we was out there, and the 
man wouJd come by and push down 
on our hampers, and say, 'Watch the 
juice fly.' And he'd push it down 
so that if it was filled up it'd be only 
half filled. Amd then he'd say, 'Go 
on and fill it up.' 

"That woman said, 'Do that again, and 
the juice is goin' to fly, and she filled up 
another box, and the man came by and 
said, 'Watch the juice fly,' and pushed 
it on down but it wouldn't go down. And 
she said, 'I said do that one more time 
and the juice is goin' to fly. And she 
filled up another box, and the man came 
by and pushed them beans down in the 
hamper, and said, 'Go fill it up, woman.' 
She pulled out a short little .38 and barn, 
barn, barn, the juice was flyin' ever:¥ 
which way. Barn, barn, barn. And they 
didn't do nothin' to her." 

"The only one I seen who fills 'em up 
so you can't push 'em down is Momma," 
says ·.John. 

Lee says, "You can rack 'em by settin' 
all of 'em on the end 'cept the ones on 
top. Then when the man pushes 'em 
down, they all pops up again. But don't 
let 'em catch you racl,in' 'em." 

"\Vhen I load the hampers," says Pop, 
"I don't care how full they mal,e 'em. 

her. She got pregnant and had a hid, The lighter they is, the easier it is for 
but the kid !oohed just lihe a person. me. Shit, I'll take 'em at twenty-five 
But ain't no man had fuched her, just pounds, instead of thirty-two like they's 
the mule." supposed to be. Ain't none of my busi-

"Sonny's !yin'," says John. ·" Ain't ness to fill 'em up. 
no animal can mal-ce a woman pregnant . "There was this one lady, and the load-
.John, 'cept a dog. There's a woman er kept pushin' her beans down, so she 
I know got fucked by a great big dog, went out and bought herself a paclrnf ra-
you know, like a police dog. She didn't zor blades. She put those in there and 
carry the kid, _it aborted. I saw it, the man pushed down, he tore his hand 
it looked like a snake, you know, a all up. lie didn't mess with her no 
black snake. You would of thought a more." 
snake fucked her, not a· dog.'' - "There's some women," says Lee,

<rt' know a man trained his dog to "sits on one crate, and drags the other 
steal," says Sonny. "The man worked 'long while they's picl,in'. I don't see 
in a general store. The dog would how they do that." 
lift the top of a big bean can, eat some, "What I do," says Pop, is to fill up 
and put the lid bach. The man what two of 'em half way and then dump 'em 
owned the store come and says, 'Who together. I t  makes 'em easier to fill 
been mess in' in my food?' and then he'd like that." 
see the dog lickin' his lips, but he'd Lee says, "Yeah, that's what I der. .. " 
say, 'Sho' couldn't of been no dog to .June 26-,July 13 (Summary) 
do it, and put the lid back like that.' \Ve arrive in Virginia. Robert finds 
That dog was smart. The man used to an abandoned house to live in, and we 
sleep with his dog-not on top of the work when the weather permits, five of 
covers, no sir, he'd take that dog right the next seventeen days. 
underneath the covers with him. Ile Before I leave I tell �1omma �hat a 
was probably fucl,in' the dog too. One former girl friend has come back to 
day he come home and there was shit � me, that I have to meet her up in New 
right in the center of the bed. The York. 
whole floor for that dog to go in, Lord, Lee warns me against hitchhiking, as 
an' he went right in the middle o f  the I plan to do, but I insist that I don't 
bed." have the money to spare for the bus. 

"The right way to break a dog like "You're a damn fool," he says, "peo-
that ," Lee says, "is to tear his ass up ple'll think you've just been paid, that's 
every time he shits inside the house, Saturday. They'll knock you over the 
and to rub his nose all over th e stuff. head, take your wallet, throw you in the 
My sister did that, and I said, 'Woman, bushes. The only way the police will 
why you doin' that?" But now, every find you'll be the vultures flying around 
time the dog wants to shit, he scratches in the air." 
at the door and starts whinin' , 'Whee, "He's gotta do it," says Momma. "He 
whee, whee."' loves the girl." 

"Yeah, you ran do that," says Sonny, Nate ho drives me to the highway, just 
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